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F O R E W O R D

Coordination of services with need is a particelarly
difficult undertaking. Coordination of services with demand is
not nearly as die:ficult; and most human service delivery programs
tend to follow this route. Need cannot be eqeated with demand,
:since the former is not nearly as visible as the latter. Someplace
"out there" are people who need services, who can benefit, f-om
them, yet are unaware that services exist or, if aware, do not know
where to obtain them. These are the people who have "faller through
the cracks" in the present human services delivery mechanism because
their need has not yet been translated into demand. Also "out there"
are people with needs that are not only unmet, but unrecognized
as well. For them, no component of present human services delivery
systems seems to be equipped to 'Iandle tiicir needs.

People in bot'i groups responded to the HELP Campaign.
As a first attemp'c at getting to the very basic problem of finding
out who are the people who need help but are not getting it, the
HELP Campaign was a laudable success. But mistakes were made;
and there are lessons to be learned from them.

It is hoped that this evaluation, undertaken to examine
closely the impact of the HELP Campaign on the people of Minnesota,
will contribute new knowledge that will lead to continuing improvements
in Tutu -c efforts to identify -- and meet -- need. The authors of
this report feel privileged in hsAng had the opportunity to conduct
an evaluation of a program that 'ass such great potential for shaping
the course of human services delivery systems.

The contributors of others cf KBI's Research Department to
this evaluation is acknowledged with grdtitudc. Anne Buechele,
Warren Jones, and Dar-Shong Hwang were KR I's research analysts involved
in this evaluation, and Marylyn Hoglund and Ruth Olson were the
secretaries involved in the preparation of this report.

This evaluation was not, however, a unilateral undertaking
of KRI. The Minnesota Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
collaborated in all phases of this evaluation. The administrative
staff who coordinated efforts in contacting and interviewing HELP
letter writers and the vocational rehabilitation counselors who
conducted the interviews contributed much to the evaluation.
Duane Sermon and Erwin J. Chorn of Minnesota DVRIr administrative
staff were two, in particular, whose contributions in ',the and
effort cannot be adequately recognized by a mere acknowledgement.

I.I.
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INTP. CDUCTIO':

1,1 Background of the =1 Campaign

In 1968, the Social and Rehabilitation Service of the

U. S. Department of 7ealth, Edt.cation, and Welfare developed, in

conjunction with Warwick & Legler, Inc., an advertising agency

based in New York, the framework of a nationwide promotional

campaign intended, to encourage the disabled to seek appropriate

rehabilitation cervices. The nation's comunications media were

asked to contribute time and spece to this campaign through The

National Advevtising Council, a nqn-profit organization supported

by American business.

As reported by Warwick*, The general objectives of the

HELP Campaign were:

1. To inform the disabled, the friends and
relatives of the disabled, and tIle general public
that help WAS available.

2. To tell them now to get this help.

3. To encourage, to arouse and to urge the
disabled to take action, particularly those who are
the victims of self-pity -- those who need to be
prodded.

* Warwick, J. P., "The People in the Windows", Outlook, March 1970, pp. 10-12
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Public service announcements were carried on radio and

television 1r placed in newspapers and magazines in an attempt to

"comlunicate the needless waste of disability as exemplified by

the Campaign theme 'You've got no4.11ing to lose but your

disability'." A typical message reads:

Pride, fear and confusion Ere stopping 5 million
disabled people from getting the help they need. Some
are living in the. past. Others, disabled from birth,
have no past. But most, with proper guidance and
medical aid, could learn to lake care of themselves
... and do a job that gives them the satisfation,
independence and &gnity that each of us needs.

So, if you're handicapped or concerned about
someone who is, get the help you need by sending a
letter that includes your name, your address and your
disability.

Send your letter to: HELP, Box 1200, Washington,

D.C.

You've got nothing to lose but your disability.

She basic objective of the HELP Campaign was, as Warwick

states, " . . . to inform the disabled person, his friends and

relatives to write to a box number in Washington, D.C. He, in

turn, would be advised by HEW of the appropriate state rehabilitation

egency or office he should contact."

2
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1.2 Minuesotais Involvement

The response to the HELP Campaign was overwhelming in

terms of the numbers of indivir'Auds resixpicling to the public

service announcements. Minnesota alone received over 1,000

letters and cards curing the campaign that spanned nearly two

years. Upon receipt at the offices of the Minnesota Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation, 1745 University Avenue, St. Paul,

Minnesota, the cards and letters were divided into three groups

depending upon the action to be taken. Those in which services

for the blind or welfare services were clearly indicated were

forwarded directly to the appropriate agency for action. In

response to those requesting information only, general information

on vocational rehabilitation services, together with a cover

letter, were mailed. Those requesting help with problems of a

more specific nature were, upon review by professional staff,

forwarded to the appropriate vocational rehabilitation field

offices for assignment to vocational rehabilitation counselors.

Literature describing the programs of the Minnesota Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation, accompanied by a covering letter, was

sent out over the signature of the Assistant Commissioner for

Rehabilitation and Special Education.

Considerable delays were experienced in processing the

HELP letters because of the unexpected influx of responses. As

a result, particularly during the early stage, of the campaign,

there were considerable delays in some respondents receiviig

replies to their HELP letters.
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1.3 The Need for Evaluation

The HELP Campaign carries important implications in the

identification of people who need help. It represents a new

approach to out-reach; and the Minnesota Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation considered it important to attempt to meaLure its

success and to obtain infolmation to make future programs of this

type more effective.

Did the HELP Campaign prove to be effective in providing

social and rehabilitation services to persons missed by normal

referral systems? This question was raised, not only in terms of

the human services required, but in terms of DVR planning for

future service programs for the people of this state.

For these reasons, an evaluation of the effectiveness of

the HELP Campaign was planned. The research activities of this

evaluation were assigned t3 the Research Division of the Kenny

Rehabilitation Institute in Minneapolis. There was, of course,

no question that the HELP Campaign vas a success in terms of

reaching persons who were in need of services. However, the

question of precisely who needed help and whether or not he

received help as a result of hie inquiry has remained unanswered.

The further step of conducting a follow-up of these people was

now required. A six-month study was undertaken to evaluate the

effectiveness of the HELP Campaign and to essess the needs of

the people who responded.

4



DESIGN FOR EVALUATION

2.1 Objectives

On May 21st, 1970, the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

of the State of Minnesota and the Division of Research of the Kenny

Rehabilitation Institute entered into an agreement to study the

needs of the people who responded to the HELP Campaign. The study

was designed with a two-fold purpose: first, an evaluation of the

HELP Campaign itself; and second, a determination of who were the

people who responded to HELP, what services did they need, and to

what extent existing social and rehabilitation agencies were meeting,

or failing to meet, these needs. More specifically, the study was

intended. to answer the following questions:

Who are the people requesting help?

What services are they asking for?

That services are needed?

Are these services available?

What services have they received thus far?

Why haven't needed services been received?

What action was taken by the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation in response to letters indicating that that
agency was the appropriate agency to provide the needed
services?



2.2 Steps in Evaluation

A four-fold attack or the problem vas (1) n

content analysis of the letters written to HELP, (21 a mailed

questionnaire survey of all who had written letter:, (3) personal

interviews with a sample of those who %lad written to HELP, and (1k)

an analysis of relevant case file data available from DVR.

Analysis of Letter Content

A total of 983 letters were available fix' analysis. An

administrative decision had been made early to cops each letter that

had been forwarded to the vocational rehabilitatiol field office or

to other agencies providing welfare services or services for the blind.

A few may have been missed before this policy was adopted, but there is

no reason to believe that the missing letters diffoer in any substantial

way from the total sample available for analysis.

Approximately one-fourth of the letters +:ontained only the

writer's name and address and, in some cases, identification of the

nature of the disability concerned. Such letters offered nc clue as to

whether a writer was appealing for help on his own behalf or on behalf

of another individual. The remainder, three-fourt'as of the total,

specifically identified the writer and/or other individuals as needing

help, arc? often included considerable elaborating detail as well.

The focus of content analysis was intended to be primarily a

determination of who wrote letters to HELP and, inxofar as possible, a

determination of who needed help.

6



Questionnaire Survey

The content analysis of tie HELP letters could be expected,

at best, to provide only partial answers to the questions of who wrote

to HELP and who needed help. The public service announcements had

specifically requested the name and address of the 'writer and the

name of the disability with which he was concerned; and, since one-

fourth of the letters provided only this information, another means

of 65taining additional information was necessary. or those letters

that already contained further elaborating detail some means was

needed to validate this already available information and to provide

additional information as well.

Both objectives were accomplialed through a questionnaire

survey of HELP respondents. Questionnaires, therefore: ware to be

mailed to all who had written letters. The survey instruments were

to be designed tc determine what services were needed by the respondents

(and referents) and what sn7vices had been provided them since their

requests and their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the handling

of their appeals for help.

Personal Interviws

A sample of 30% of those who had written letters to HELP

were to be contacted by telephone or in person via vocational

rehabilitation counselors. The purpose of this phase of the study was

three-fold: first, to obtain information needed to evaluate and

vall.date the content analysis phase; second, to obtain information

needed to evaluate and validate the questionnaire survey; and, finally,

- 7
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to obtain information concerning the nature and extent of services

provided by Minnesota agencies as a result of the HELP Campaign and

to determine, if possible, the still unmet needs of those who had

written to HELP.

Analysis of DVR Case File Data

An analysis of computer listings of closed and active cases

served by Minnesota's Division of Vocaticnal Rehabilitation was to be

conducted to determine the current status of, and the services

provided to, individuals identified through the HELP Campaign as

ti,Aing help and referred to the vocational rehabilitation field

offices.

- 8 -



2.3 Logistics

The work to be undertaken in this study, including the

preparation of a final report, was scheduled for completion in

December, 1970. A research effort of approximately six-months

duration, the study was quite ambitious in its scope and required

the combined resources of the Kenny Rehabilitation Institute's

Research Department and the Minnesota Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation.

The responsibilities of the Kenny Rehabilitation Institute

included: the content analysis of the HELP letters; the design,

mailingond analysis of the mailed questionnaires; the design and

analysis or the personal interview survey; the analysis of the DVR

case file data and the documentation of results in report form.

The responsibilities of the Minnesota Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation included the assignment of counselors to conduct

interviews; the scheduling and contacts needed to complete the

interviews; the provision of computerized listings of selected case

file data; and periodic reviews of the progress of this collaborative

effort.

Meetings of representatives front both organizations wre

held at intervals rarely exceeding two weeks throughout the term of

the study. These meetings were particularly valuable in Onsuriby

that the format and content of the mailed questionnaires and inte.

forms were relevant to the objectives of the study.

- 9 -



COKTFN? :YSTS OF HELP LETTERS

3.1 Research Yethod

A variety of data was available from the HELP letters,

including sex and age of the respondent, names and addresses of

other persons needing help, nature of the problems cited, services

requested, and agency disposition of the letter. The problems

cited in the letters could also be differenti&ted as to disabilities,

related vocational handicaps, or problems concerning employment,

finances, aging, medical costs, and legal iwolvements.

Even letters containing only relatively minimal information

provided clues as to the sex of the writer, his age classification

(child/adult), and whether or not the writer or another individual

was the subject of the appeal for help.

Further, all letters could be classified as to point of

origin. Postmarks, particularly on postal cards or where the envelope

wa6 saved, occasionally served to clarify addresses and were used also

to determine the approximate date the letter was written.

Coded Data

A Respondent Name/Address Card was prepared for all HELP

respondents. This card contained, in addition to name and address,



such data as sex of the respondent, Principal problem orientation of

the letter, date of the letters, and an indication as to whether

the respondent and/or ofhor individuals were identified as need::n

help.

A Letter Data Cazd was prepare, for each individual

identified in the letter as one who needed help. These cards were

of two types, dependitzg upon whether the respondent or another

indiviCaal vas named as the person needing help: Respondent Data

Cards for letter writers With problem:; and Referent Data Cards for

other individuals with problems.

There were 983 Respondent Name/Address Cards and 830 Letter

Data Cards, of which 507 were Respondent Data Cards and 323 were

Referent Data Cards.

Referent Name/Address Cards were prepared for the 323

refereats as well. These cards also contained, in addition to name

and address, selected descriptive information such us relationship

to the writer of the letter, and coded residence.

The following summarizes the coded data used in the content

analysis of the HELP letters:

Respondents Number

Those who did not specifically identify anyone
as needing help (Name/Address Cards only) 220

Those who identified someone other than them-
selves as needing help (Name/Address Cards only) 256

Those who identified themselves as needing help
(Name/Address Cards us Letter Data Cards) 507



Referents

Individuals, other than the writers, identified
as needing help (Name/Address Cards plus Letter
Data Cards 323

(It should be n:;ted here, although mentioned later in

Section 3.2, that some writers identified more than one individual

as needing help and some identified themselves and others as needing

help. NameAddress Cards were prepared for all writers and all

persons identified by writers as needing help. Letter Data Cards

were prepared for all persons, respondents and referents,

identified as needing help.)

Multiple Page Letters

Only the first page of multiple-page letters had been

retained in the central DVR files. It w',.s necessary, therefore, to

retrieve copies of multiple-page letters from the field officee and

the agencies to which the original letters had been sent. The

research stiff of KRI identified such letters, compiled lists of

names and address-,s separately for the different field offices and

agencies affected, dratted a covering memo detailing the need for

the complete letters, and performed other incidental work necessary

to retrieving copies of the complete letters.

Analysis

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 doc=ent the results of the analysis

of the contents of the HELP letters.

12



3.2 The People Who Wrote to HELP

There were 983 letters available for analysis. Except,

possibly, for the few that may have been missed before the policy

of copying all letters was adopted, these letters comprised the

complete set that were re-routed to Minnesota from Washington, D.C.

This section of the report concerns the 983 people who

wrote, letters to HELP and refers to Tables 3-01 through 3-06.

Point of Origin

The eighty-seven Minnesota counties are served by

Minnesota Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Field Offices, with

each field office serving a number of counties. The Minneapolis

Field Office serves Anoka, Carver, Hennepin, and Scott Counties and

the St. Paul Field Office serves Chisago, Dakota, Ramsey, and

Washington Counties. The eight counties served by these two field

offices comprise the Metropolitan Area.

The remaien6 seventy-nine counties, termed in this report

the Outstate Area, are served by eleven field offices strategically

located throughout the state. Approximately one-half of the letters

written to HELP came from the Outstate Area, and three-sevenths came

from the Metropolitan Area.

The remainder, approximately one in fourteen, were classified

as a Special Group. This group of letters consisted of those with

inc mplete information on name or address, letters from out-ofstate

people making reference to Minnesota residents needing help, and



letters that carried a clear in3ication t'rat referral should be

made to an az,ency other than DVR -- such as welfare agencies or

agencies serving the blind.

Table 3-01 presents a distributional breakdown of the

residences of the letter writers according to regions served by

the Wnnesota DVR Field Offices.

Focus of the Letters

Nearly one-fourth of the letters writtel to ItELP supplied

only the information specifically requested in the campaign public

service announcements -- name, address, and name of disability.

The remainder, over three-fourths of the total, identified the

writer himself and/or other individuals as people who needed help

(Table 3-02).

Two-thirds of the HELP letters focused on disability or

related vocational handicaps. Others made specific reference to

financial problems, problems with insurah,.o (eligibility, payments,

eta.), problems with medical care or the costs of meeical care,

problems relating to unemployment, or other problems of a complex

and varied nature (Table 3-03).

Sex of the Writer

In examining letters from Outstate Minnesota, it was found

that approximately equal proportions cf men end. ',omen wrote letters

(Table 3-04). In the Metropolitan Area, however, women who wrote

letters outnumbered. mein by at least a 7-to-6 margin. That more



women than men wrote letters is not in itself a particularly

significant finding; but, as will be seen later, over 60% of the

individuals identified in the letters as individuals needing help

were men.

Communications Media

The letters to HELP did not always contain information

as to how the writer cecame aware of the HELP Campaign. In fact,

only 35% of them did (Table 3-05). Radio and television broadcasts

were cr,lited most frequently as the source of this information.

One writer in seven credited newspaper or magazine advertisements.

Date of Letters

Of those letters that carried dates (Table 3-06),

approximately 70% of the total, the great majority were written in

1969. Apparently, the HELP Campaign peaked in mid-1969; and the

peak seemeu to occur earlier in Outstste Minnesota than in the Twin

Cities Metropolitan Area.

- 15 -



The People Who Wrote to HFLP . .

Outstate respondents to the HELP Campaign
outnumbered Metropolitcn respondents

by a seven-to-six margin.

The St. Cloud and Mankato Districts vere
particularly heavily represented among

the outstate respondents.

Table 3-01. Source of the 983 Letters by Minnesota District

Source of Letter
Number of Percentage
Letters of Total

Metropolitan Area 420 42.7
(612 -- Minneapolis)
(6a2 -- St. Paul)

Outstate Area
(722 -- St. Cloud)
023 -- Fergus Falls)
(761 -- Willmar)
(832 -- Bemid,g)
(833 -- Crookston)
(842 -- Duluth)
843 -- Virginia)
952 -- Mankato)
953 -- Worthington)
954 -- Marshall)
972 -- Rochester)

Special Groups
Out-of-State)
Incomplete Name/Address)

{ Blind/Welfare)

(303)
(117)

490
( 96)

( 18)

( 17)

( 5)
( 46)

( 61)
( 46)

87)
42)
28)
44)

73

( 5)

763.

(30.8)
(11.9)

49.9

( 9.8)
( 1.8)
( 1.8)

( .5)
( 4.7)
( 6.)
( 14.7)

( 8.8)

2.8
4.5

7.4

6.21i

Total 983 100.0

- 16 -



The People Who Wrote to HELP . . .

Number of letters received -- 983.

One-fourth sent orly name and address, sometimes
with an explicit request for informatim.

One-fourth wrote to HELP, not for Lhemselves,
but on behalf of other individuals.

One-half wrote to HELP for themselves (and some
of these mentioned others as well).

Table 3-02. Type of Letter According to Whether the Writer or
Another Individual Was Identified as Needinf, Help

(983 Letters)

Individuals
Identified as
Needing Help

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities Outstate
Metro Arca Minnesota

Special
Group

None
(Information Request)

Individuals Other
Than the Writer

Writer of Letter
Only

Writer Plus Other
Individuals

127
(30.2)

111
(26.4)

168
(ho.o)

14

( 3.4)

92
(18.8)

112
(22.9)

261
(53.4)

25

( 5.1)

1

( 1.4)

31
(012.5)

38
(52.0)

3
( 4.1)

220
(22.4)

254
(25.8)

467
(47.5)

42
( 4.3)

Total 420
(100.0)

490
(loo.o)

73
(loo.o)

983
(loo.o)

-1T-
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The People Who Wrote to HELP . .

Over two-thirds of the letter writers cited
a handicap or disability as their

source of concern.

-- and three-fourths of those wLo did
cited a specific disability.

A few of the letters were inquiries into the
nature of the HELP Campaiol (i.e.:

"What is HELP?"

Table 3-03. Principal Crientation of the 983 Letters With
Regard to Type of Problem Covered

Principal
Orientation
of Letter

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outstate
Mini sots

Special
Group

None or Unspecified 16.0 14.9 8.2 14.9

Unspecified Disability 23.1 14.1 6.9 17.4

Specified Disability 46.9 55.7 52.1 51.6

Financial/Insurance .7 2.2 16.4 2.6

Medical Costs/Care 3.2 3.1 13.7 3.1

Employment 2.6 1.4 ..... 1.8

Organizational Query 3.3 3.1 -- 3.0

Multiple or Other 6.2 5.5 2.7 5.6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on column totals of 420,
490, 73, and 983, respectively.)

- 18 -
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The People Who Wrote to NFLP . . .

Women outnumbered men by a narrow margin.

Mere vcre a vccncy 57-ir/tr, PC VC11.

Table 3-04. Sex of the" 983 Individuals Writing to KELP

Sex of Writer

Source of Lei..ter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outstate
Minnesota

Special
Group

Male 40.5 48,2 32.9 43.7

Female 49.0 48.4 52.0 49.0

V. A. (Agency) .7 .14 -- .5

Not Specified 9.8 3.0 15.1 6.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on column total,' of 420,
490, 73, and 983, respectively.)

- 19 -
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The Yeople Who Wrote to HELP . .

One-third of the letter Vrite.75 volunteered
information as to where they heard of

HELP -- with most of them crediting
radio or television is the medium.

The data suggests television exposure in the
Twin Cities Metropolian Area was sub-

stentially less than in the Outstate
Area s,.

Table 3-05. Medium Through Which the 983 Letter Writers
Learned of the HELP Campaign

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outstate
Mianesote.

Special
Group

Not Specified 68.3 61.0 74.0 65.1

Well° 19.8 18.0 16.4 18.6

Television 7.9 14.3 6.9 11.0

Magazine/Newspaper 2.6 6.3 2.7 4.5

rultiple or Other 1.) .4 .8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on column totals of 420,
490, 73, and 983, respectively.)

-20-
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The People Who Wrote to HELP . .

HELP letters were received over a two-year
span, and the campaign apparently

peaked in mid-1969

-- and the peak seemed to occur earlier in
Outstate Minnesota than in the Twin

Cities Metropolitan Area.

Table 3-06. Date of HELP Letters (N=983)

Date of HELP
Letter

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Cutst;:te

Minnesota
Special
Group

Not Dated 34.3 24.7 41.1 30.2

1968, Last Half 2.2 .6 --- .1.2

1969, First Half 21.9 31.6 12.3 26.0

1969, Last Half 30.2 27.6 26.0 28.4

1970, First Half 11.4 15.5 20.6 14.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on column totals of 420,
490, 73, and 983, respectively.)

- 21 -



3.3 The People Who Needed Help

As pointed out previously, the 983 writers did not all

identify specific individuals who reeled help. There were 220

letters that contained no clue as to whether the writer or some

other individual was the subject of the inquiry.

The remaining 763 letters identified a total of 830

individuals as in need of help.

Sex Distribution

Table 3-07 presents the distribution by sex of the three

groups of individuals of concern in this study -- those identified

from letter: originating in the Metropolitan Area, letters

originating in the Outstate Area; and letters assigned to the

Special Group. Although women wrote nore letters to HELP than did

men, over three-fifths of the individuals who needed help were ren.

Respondents or Referents?

Of the 830 individuals who needcl help, 507 (61%) were

individuals who hae written letters. There was some indication

(Table 3-08) that letters originating in the Metropolitan Area were

more frequently concerned with someone else's problem than "ere

letters originating in the OutstrAte Area.

Referents

There were 323 referents among the group of individuals
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identified as in need of help. (These were individuals who had not

written letters themselves, but were identified by the writer of

the letter as needing help.)

Table 3-09 presents the relationships of the letter

writers to this group of referents. Where the relationship was

that of a spouse, it was generally the wife who wrote about problems

of her husband. (This explains, in part perhaps, why more men than

women were in need of help although most letters had been written

by women.)

Familial concern (Table 3-10) was most often the reason

for someone other than the person with the problem writing to the

HELP Campaign. Although from the previous table (Table 3-09) it

can be seen that about 18); of the referents were identified by

friends or neighbors, it could be clearl established that this

vas an act of friendhsip for only about half of them.

Respondents

Table 3-11 is of interest because of its tie-in with the

intent of tne HELP Campaign. The promotional material supporting

the HELP Campaign explicitly invited little more than nme, address,

and nature of disability. Yet, there was a definite tendency on

the part of those who had written letters, particularly the 507

who wrote for help for themselves, to furnish additional detail.

Nearly one-half of the letters were at least one pace in length.
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Age

For all but a few individuals identified as needing help,

a distinction could be rade as to whether that individual was a

child or an adult (Table 3-12). Beyond that, however, further

distinctions could be made in just under one-half of the cases.

Among adults whose ages were available from the letters

(or whose approximate age category could be inferred from the

letters) the 51-64 age group was the most heavily represented.

Basis for Concern

In only 35% of the problem descriptions supporting the

appeals for help on behalf of the 830 individuals in need of help

was an underlying emotional tone undetectable (Table 3-13).

In about 23% the tone was basically one of inquiry;

and in nearly 4010, the tone was one of deep concern -- even anxiety.

A few of the letters were definitely hostile in tone.

An appeal for help was made cn behalf of over three-

fourths of the indiviliais in need of help (Table 3-14). More

often than not, the appeal was quite explicit:.

In many of the letters, nearly one-half of the total,

the writer went beyond simply asking for help for himself or

another individual (Table 3-15). Often, frustrating histories of

medieel problems, unemployment, and poverty .sere cited as

justVication for having written to HELP. Some who needed help were

described as deserving tecause of their good character. And in some
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cases, a small percentage of the total, the imperative for help

took the form that it is society's responsibility to "do something."

Disability

The overwhelming majority (Table 3-16) of the 830

individuals identified as needing help haC a disability or related

vocational handicap.

In two-thirds of these cases (Table 3-17), an appeal for

help was either explicitly made or could IR inferred from the letter.

Unemployment

For approximately one-third of the 830 individuals

identified as needing help (Table 3-18), unemployment was cited Ds

a problem of concern.

Where unemployment was cited as a problem, an appeal for

help was made -- usually quite explicitly (Table 3-19).

Financial Problems

In over one-fourth of the 830 individuals identified al

needing help (Table 3-4)0), financial problems were specifically

cited.

Almost invariably, where a financial problem was discussed,

there vas an accompanying appeal for help (Table 3-21).
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Other Problems

Table 3-22 displays a breakdown of other problems of

concern to the 830 individuals who needed help. One-eighth of the

total were concerned with problems in medical care -- the availability,

quality, or costs of care.

Emotional problems were a source of concern to another large

group. (Although broken out separately for display in Table 3-22,

emotional problems were included as disabilities or related

vocational handicaps in Table as well.)

DisclIssion

The HELP letters, as is apparent from the tables in this

section of the report, presented e varied and disturbing array of

problems of 830 individuals identified as needing help. But, as we

shall see later from a questionnaire survey of the people who wrote

to HELP, the letters actually tended to understate the problems of

these individuals. This, of course, is not unexpected. The people

who had written to HELP were not requested to furnish extensive

documentation; and some supplied none.

The HELP letters, therefore, can be considered as providing

a biased, actually quite conservative, picture of the complex problems

of the individuals who were the subjects of the HELP letters.

It is surprising only that the HELP letters provided as

much information as they did.
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The People Who Needed HFLP . .

The 983 letters identified 830 individuals
who needed help.

Women wrote more HFLP letters than did men

-- yet three-fifths of those who needed
help were men.

Table 3-07. Sex of the 830 Individuals Presented as Needing Help

Sex

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outstate
Minnesota

Special
Group

Male 59.0 63.0 56.2 60.8

Female 37.5 34.9 40.0 36.4

Not Specified 3.5 2.1 3.8 2.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on colunn totals of
317, 433, 80, and 830, respectively.)
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The People Who Needed HEW, . .

Of the 983 letters, 763 letters identified
830 individuals who needed help.

Nearly 401 were individuals other then the
letter writer.

Table 3-08. The 830 individuals Reeding Help According to
Whether or llot They Were Letter Writers

Individuals
Identified as
Reeding Help

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outsthte
Minnesota Grotp

Individuals who
wrote letters 182 284 41 507

(57.4) (65.6) (51.2) (61.0)

Individuals other
than the writer 135 149 39 323

(42.6) (34.4) (48.8) (39.0)

Total 317 433 8o 83o
(ioo.o) (100.0) (100.0) (100,0)
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The People Who Needed HELP . .

When an appeal to the HELP Campaign was made
by someone other than the person with

the problem, the letter was usually
the work of

-- the wife
-- a parent
-- another close relative
-- or a' friend or neighbor

Table 3-09. Relationships of Letter Writers to the 323 Referents

Who Wrote the Letter?

Source of Letter

Total
Ts,in Cities
Metro Area

Outstate
Minnesota

Special
0roup

Tot Specified 8.2 13.4 30.8 13.3

Wife 17.0 23.5 7.Y 18.9

Husband 11.4 7.11 2.6 5.6

Parent 16.3 21.5 20.5 19.2

Child/Sibling 20.0 12.1 12.8 15.5

Other Relative 10.4 6.0 15.h 9.0

Friend/rOghoor 22.2 16.1 10.2 17.9

Agency 1.5 .... -- .6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on colunp totals of
135, 189, 39, end 323, respectively.)
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The People Who Needed HELP . .

Familial concern was most often the reason
for someone other than the person with

the problem writing to the HELP
Campaign.

Table 3-10. Reason Letter Was Written on Behalf of the 323 Referents

Reason Letter
Was Written

Source of Letter

Special
Group Total

Twin Cities
Metro Area

Out state

Minnesota

Indeterminable 17.8 18.1 33.3 19.8

Family Concern 71.1 73.j1 61.6 71.2

Friendship 11.1 6.7 5.1 8.4

Act of Charity 1.4 .6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on colu:.n totals of
135, 149, 39, and 323, respectively.)
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The People Who Needed nrLp . . .

Outstate respondents to the HELP Campaign
who needed t-Jelp for themH;elves tended

to longer letters and prc5ent
more detail. than their

Metropolitan counterparts.

(Only one-sixth presented only what the HELP
announcements requested ... name, address

and nt:It2' of dicabilKy.)

Table 3-11. Leneth of Letter Written by the 507 Tndividuals
Who Needed Help for Thccolves

Source of Letter

LenCth of Letter
Tvin Citic3 Outst!-,te Special
Metro Arco Minnesota Croup

Very Short (one
sentence) 22.0 14.1 12.2

Short (one
paragraph 41.2 35.9 143.9

Medium (one

Page) 22.5 33.1 31.7

Lone (multiple
pages) 14.3 16.9 12.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Yercentages base,) in colr:rn totals of
182, 234, 41, and 507, re:Tectively.)
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! The People Who Needed EFLP . .

A distinction between chill and adult could be made
in all but a few indivi.luals identified as needing

help; but the majoriv of those who could be
classified as adults could not be further

classified into age catecories.

Among adult.8 vhone aETs were available from the
letters, the 51 -6. age group was the most heavily

represented.

Table 3-12. Age Distributim of the 830 individuals Who Needed Help

Age

Source of Letter

5p8ofiai

Group Total.

Twin Cities
Metro Area

01.;ttate

Minnesota

Not specified 5.7 2.6 5.0 14.0

Child (under 16) 1.6 1.6 2.5 1.7

Adult (age not known) 51.4 5o.8 43.7 50.3

16-30 8.5 9.9 10.0 9.4

31-50 11.7 9.3 3.8 9.6

51-64 15.4 19.6 13.7 17.5

65 or over 5.7 6.2 21.3 7.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Yerecntaves ba8r:d on eo)mm tables of
317, )33, 80, and 630, rcepectively.)
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The People Who Lleeded KELP . .

For only a few of those needing help could
the fon(' of the letter be dc%:criber.i'

In Eanycnc, the 1or,c s one of concern
-- even anxiety.

_Table 3-13. Frotional Vein in Vhich the 830 Problem Descriptions
Were Presented

gone of Letter

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outstate
Minnesota

Special
Group

Indeteminatc 27.8 40.6 38.8 35.5

Inquiring 26.5 20.8 20.0 22.9

Concerned 33.4 25.9 26.2 28.8

Anxious 10.4 9.0 7.5 9.4

Hostile 1.9 3.7 7.5 3.4

Total 100.0 100., 100.0 100.0

(Percentures based on column tables of
317, 433, 80, end 630, respectively.)
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The People Who Needed HFLP . .

Over three-fourths of the problem descriptions
were accompanied by en implicit or explicit

request for help.

Table 3-14. The 830 Individuals Needing Help Accercillc,: to
Whether Help or Only Inforation Was RequeLted

Forlus of Appeal

Source of Letter

Outstate

Minnesota

Special
Group. Total

Tviu Citic3
Metro Arca

Information
requested 27.4 21.5 21.2 2j.8

Help implicitly
requested 36.3 30.7 33.8 33.1

Help explicitly
requested 36.3 47.8 45.0 43.1

Totql 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Fercen-olGes bssed on column totals of
317, 433, 80, and 830, respectively.)



The People tlho Needed HFLP . .

For only about half of inividuals needing
help could an imperative f:a. help be

detected

-- and most of those focused upon frustrating
histories of medical problems, tnesTloyment,

and poverty.

Table 3-15. Imperative for Help Presented on Pthalf of the 830
Individual Needing belt

Imperative for Help

Source

7:./In Cities

Xetro Area

of Letter

Total
Cutstatc
Minnesota

52.7

10.6

29.3

1.1

3.5

2.8

Special
Group

None

Indeterminate

Deserving because
of good character

Descrying because
of frustratin7 history

Otherwise deserving

Obligatory (society is
obliged to help)

Multiple/Other

.6

51.4

)2.6

26.5

1.6

1.0

6.3

....

55.0

7.5

22.5

7.5

7.5

.-,.2

52.4

11.1

27.6

1.2

2.9

1).6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percent,;ccs based on coluLa tot 11 of
317, 1433, co, and 830, respectively.)
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The People Who Needed ?FM' . .

Nearly 90;, of the people needing help had
disability or other vocational
handicap.

Table 3-16. The 830 Individnl1r: Identified as Needing Eelp
Accorainc; to Whether or Not c Disabilty or Other
Vocatienal Yandienp 'as the Problcm of Concern

Disability or Other
Vocational Ilandicap?

Source

Twin Cities
Mctro Arta

of Lcttcr

Total
Outstnte
Vinucsota

SrrciaTi

0. Jup

Po nention of a 3h 69

disability (10.7) ( 9.5) (17.5) (10.7)

Disability specifically 276 387 62 725

mentioned (87.1) (89.4) (77.5) (87.4)

Disability inferred 7 5 4 16
( 2.2) ( 1.1) ( 5.0) ( 1.9)

Total 317 )433 8o 830
(loo.o) (loom) (loo. 0) (]oo.o)
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The People Who Needed HELP .

Trl tm3-thirds of the cases in which a
disability vas cited, a request for

help was rade

-- and in some cases, the type of
help sought was specified.

Table 3-17. Requests for Help Acconying the 741 Crise With
a Disability or other Vocational Eandica7

Help Requested?

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
metro Area

Outc,tato

Vinnesotr
Special.

Croup

No indication as to
need for help 39.2 31.4 27.3 33.6

Help implicitly
24.7 26.3 314.8 26.4

Help explicitly
requested 27.2 32.9 30.3 30.5

Help of a specific
nature requested 9.9 9.4 7.6 9.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percent/vs led on colurn total of
283, 392, 66, and 741, rcspective)y.)
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The 1Prle Who retEi,? IYLP .

Unemployment was mentioned as a major
concern cf one-third of the individuals

who needed help.

(Fote: It should tot be inferred that two-
thirds 1,:ere employed. Undoubtedly, the

vast majority of individuals needing
vr.e unemployed.)

Table 3-18. The 830 Individuals Identified as Feeding Help
According to Vhether orFot Unmplo.yment Was
the Problem of Concen

Unemploment
a Problem?

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Out:,tri,e

Minnesota
special

Group

No mention of 203 279 68 550
unemployment (64.0 (64.4) (85.0) (66.3)

Unemployment 111 15] 12 274

specifically mention!-:0 (35.0) (34.9) (15.0) (33.0)

Unemployment inferred 3 3 6
from letter ( 1.0) ( .7) ( .7)

Total 317 433 8o 830
(100.0) (loo.o) (100.0) (100.0)
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The People Who Heeded ITFLP . .

An explicit request for help as made in
nearly three - fifths of the ranee

citing rul wlemployment problem.

Table 3-19. Requests for Help Accempanyirc the 280 Cases
With e;n Uncmployrent Problem

Hequesta for Help

Source of Lett,er

Tottl
Twin Citiu,
Netro Area

Cutstate
Einnesoto

Special
Group

No iadicatim as to
need for help 17.5 9.7 )6.7 13.2

Help implicitly
requested 36.0 23.4 41.6 29.3

Help explicitly
requested 35.1 413.2 25.0 39.6

Help of a rpecific
nature requested 11.4 22,7 16.7 17.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percenlaces lased on column totals of
11h, 15h, 12, and ?80, respectively.)
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The People Who l'iteded liPLP .

Financial problems were mentioned as a major
concern of over one-fourth of the

individuals who needed help.

AEuin it should not be inferred that
the rcinaining threc-fourths had no

financial problems.)

'1'E: lc 3.20. The 830 indi7iduals Identified us Help
Accordinv to Whether Finzincial Prob3.cmr, Were a
Metter of Concern

FIT; t.^ 1

Pro'. lciTs?

Source of Letter

Thin Cities Specie]

Metro Area Minnesota Group Total

Po mention of
finances

Financial problems
discussed in letter

249

(78.5)

68
(23.5)

316

('f3.o)

117

(27.0)

42

(52.5)

38
(47.5)

607

(73.1)

223
(26.9)

Total 317
(100.0)

433
()oo.o)

Co
(100.0)

83o
(loo.o)
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The People Who Needed HFLP . .

In five cares out of nine in which
cf-rf,

Table 3-21. Request for Help Accpalving the 223 Cocos
With Finnne:Inl Problcns

Help Rcvestcd?

Source

Twin C1iic
Metro Arca

of Letter

-----f7;peci;71

Croup Total
C,utz.stc

inne:,oin

1;0 indication as
to need for help

Help implicitly
requested

Help explicitly
requested

Help of a specific
nature requested

13.2

33.8

41.2

11.8

4.3

39.3

46.1

10.3

7.9

31.6

42.1

18.4

7.6

36.3

44.o

12.1

Total 100.0 10D.0 100.0 100.0

(PerccntIrcb basest on coluvn total= of
68, 117, 35, and rcsrt-ctively.)
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The People Vho Needed ITUP . .

1

ind71 ,.;.11-:-

c;.,:.(:%.r' (,.--::=? ,r '.,.'f-i-,H :
!'e

i
(Note: Fmctiona1 pre,4)1e, (litho

in this table, are included ]1., clbiliti.:s

or related vocritional ham.. 2aps in

Tab1 3-16 as well.) t

,

Table 3-22. Other ProblcTs of Concern to the i30 Individuals

Identified as Needinr flcjp

Problem Areas

Source of Ltl r

Outstr:te

Minnec,o1H

:;//ccial

Group TotalWin Cities
Metro Area

Advanced Age .3 .5
.8

Medical Care or Costs 14.4 6.5 1.6 12.5

Legal Matters .3 .5
.1 .9

}'motional Matters 4.5 3.7 .6 8.8

(All entries In this table arc )c:.cr:.ntares

based on a total of 630 pel(1! ceding

help. Co)'crll 1-TrecAnges art not . tdditive,

since an individual ).:sy
have r Te tnn one

problem.)
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QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

4.1 Research Method

stated in Section 3.3, an analysis of letter content

could not be expected to identify all of the individuals of concern

to the wri:srz of the EFL: letters, since net all writers identified

such indivi'Lls. Nor ccald it be expected to result in a complete

description of those who were identified. as needing help, since the

information contained in the letters erns often incomplete.

A questionnaire survey by nail was seen as an appropriate

device for a'ataining :ore complete informtion. The statistical

problem of sv,,veying all, or a saple, of those who had written

letters to was resolved by deciding to survey all. First,

there .'as no way of predicting the proportion of those surveyed who

could he ex;ected to return questionnaires; and a small return rate

for a sample of, sav, one-third would be statistically unsatisfactory.

Second, and even more important, definitive answers to the questions

of (1) who wrote to HELP and why, (2) who needed help and why, and

(3) who received help and who didn't were needed.
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The Questionnaires

Three types of questionnaires were prepared and nailed

to those who had written to HELP. Type A was mailed to ieividuals

who sought help for themselves and also fol. others; type B was

mailed to those who sought help only for themselves; and type C

was nailed to those who sought help, not for themselves, but for

others. Type A was also mailed to individuals who provided no

clue as to whether they were seeking help for therw3elves or for

others.

The rationale for using different types of questionnaires

was one of convenience for the writers who were being surveyed.

It would have been possible to prepare a ginglc questionnaire

that applied equally well to ell writers, but it seemed quite

likely that this would have rozulted in some confusion. All

questionnaires row!,ht the sane information:

Who needed help and what typc3 of help were needed?

Were multiple letters sent to 11'1:1&?

Was a reply received?

Did the reply contain information relevant to need?

Did an ac,ency contact result? if so, what agencies
and what services were provided?

Hos there been any chance in impressions concerning
Minnesota agencies?

Age, sex, and Social Security nunber of the letter
writer and age and sex of individuals other than
writers who needed help.



Target Population

Although 983 individuals had written letters to HELP,

the population defined to be the target of the questionnaire

survey consisted of 951 letter writers. Deleted were those

who were deceased, and those with incomplete names and addresses,

and those who had indicated that they had actually not written

letters to HELP.

Questionnaire Returns

Figure 1 displays in graphic form the results of the

questionnaire survey. There were 590 responses to the survey --

a return rate of 62%. The 590 who returned questionnaires

identified 667 individuals who needed help. Of the 667, the:.e

were 124 new individuals (who had not previously been identified

as needing help) that resulted from questionnaires mailed to the

220 writers who, in their letters, provided no clues as to the

subjects of concern.

Questionnaires mailed to the 763 writers who had

previously identified themselves or other persons as needing help

resulted in the identification, via the questionnaire survey, of

the remaining 543 individuals who needed help. All but a very

few of these 543 individuals had previously been identified

through the original letters.
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830 Individuals
(who need help)

763 Wri-;ers

(who identified thcuselves
or other persons as

needing help)

830 lndividwEls
(who need help)

55 Writers
S
43 Vritrrrs

who did not i (vho

return returned
question- qucztion-
naires) naires)

25 Writers
(deceased,

anonyiNous,

etc.)

483 Writers
(with letter plus

questionnaire
data)

543 Individuals
(who need help)

Flrure 1

220 Writers
(who gave no
indication
as to who
needed help)

rf:,:.ers

(deceased,
anonynlous,

etc.)

107 :3.-iters

(who
returned
question-
Ln4ires)

107 Writers
(with letter plus

questionnaire
data)

I24 Individuals
(who need help)

-7177-Wriers
(who did not
return
question-
naires)

---------------_,

590 Letter Writers

667 Individuals
(who need help)



Cn,:cd

A Questionnaire Nere/Address Card. was prepared for each

of the 590 individuals returning a questionnaire whether or not

he had identified himself as being 4.n need of help. A Questionnaire

Data Card was prepared for those 426 (of the 590 questionnaire

respondents) who identified themselves as being in need of help.

In addition, Questionnaire Lace /Address Curds and

Questionnaire Data Cards were prepared for each referent -- each

of the 241 individuals other than the orizinal letter writer who

were identified throur;h the question;:aires as 'being in need of help.

Sections 4.2 tnroncn 4.5 present the results of the

analysis of the questionnaire returns.
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4.2 The People Who Wrote to RELP - A Closer Look

Not all of those who wrote to HELP could be expected to

have responded to a questionnaire survey. Those who were deceased

were eliminated from the study. There were six who had written

anonynously (or had failed to include a return address in their

letters). These also were deleted fro.: the study. Also deleted

were tl:o out-of-state writers whose letters had been misdirected to

Minnesota and three special-problem writers such as those who

stated they had never written to HELP.

This left 951 of the original 933 letter writers who could

be considered potential questionnaire respondents. There were 590

who returned their questionnsires and who did not. The overall

response rate to the questionnaire svrvey was 621y, a much hither

rate than is usually expected in a mflil questionnaire survey.

This section of the report concerns those who wrote to

HELP and could be considered potential questionnaire respondents --

951 writers. Tables 4-01 through appl.; to this group.

Geographic Return Rates

Table 4-01 presents, separately for the regions served by

the DVR Field Offices, the number of potential questionnaire

respondents. Table 4-02 presents, for these sane regions, the

number of t:tual returns and the pelcentsse return rates.



The questionnaire return rate for the Metropolitan Area

was significantly below that of the Outstate Area. Only 57.4% of

the questionnaires mailed to Metropolitan writers were returned,

as opposed to 6'(.5 that were mailed to Outstate writers.

It was this finding, in part at least, that pr.i.Apted the

mode :f tabular presentations adapted in this report. Conpariscns

between Metropolitan and Outstate writers (or perso:s needing help),

while of intrinsic interest in the section on content analysis

because of the geographic differences that were evident, take on an

added meanilv in an analynis of the results of the questionnaire

survey. Since the return rate was lower in the Metropoltton Area

than in the Outstate Area, each questionnaire returned by Metro-

politan writes reyresents a higher proportion of writers than does

a questionnaire returned by an Outstr.te writer.

Return Rates. by Focus of Letter

Table 4-03 concerns those vho returned questionnaires and

Table 4 -04 concerns those who did not. In the Metropolitan Area,

the return rates ranged from 54;, to 61:; for those who wrote for

information only, for help for others, or for help for themselves.

These return rates spanned a relatively narrow range.

In Outstate Minnesota, however, those who wrote only for

information exhibited a very lov return rate -- 4L%. Among those

who wrote for help for themselves rinVor for others, the return

rate leaped to 73.



(The two tebles, however, do not present the actual

return rates. These can be calculated quite simply. Consider,

for example, the 39 individuals from Out:Aate Minnesota who

requested infomvtion only and returned (1,,:cstionnaires. This

number appears in Table 4-03. Consider also the 50 writers from

Jutstate Minnesota who requested inforl.:ntion only and who did not

return ques-i;iomiuire6. nuJI,bei ti in Table 4-0.

questionnaire return rate is the number returned, 39, divided by

the total rctuined and not returned, 89, and is 35/89 or 445.)

Return Htes by

Tables ;----05 and 4-06 present the sex distributions of the

590 viers who returned questionnaires end the 5,S1 who did not,

respectively. The proportion of women from the Metropolitan Area

who returned questionnaires was approxi%tely the styl_ as that of

women from the Outstate Area -- nearly tT,7o-thirds. Among Eon,

however, the differences in return rates was quite striking. The

return rate reached 701) for men in the Outstato Area and only 53!,

for men in the Metropolitan Area.

Discussion

One could speculate that men from Outstate Minnesota

"said it all" in their letters. Those who wrote only for information

tended to have little interest in the hEIT Campaign (or questionnaire

relntinz to it) once having received that information. ren from the

Twin Cities Metropolitan Area, on the other hand, tended to include
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in their letters only what the Campaign announcements asked for --

name, address, and name of disability -- without specifying 'rho,

if anyone, needed help.

An examination of the questionnaire returns indicates that

this may actually be the case. A stringent test of this assertion,

however, cannot be made since data is not available from those who

did not respond to the questionnaires.

There is no escaping the fact that very real differences

exist in the questionnaire returns rates of Metropolitan and

Outstate writers and that different factors nay be at work here.

Nevertheless, the return rates are generally quite high; and an

overall return rate of 62% is a quite respectable figure for a mail

questionnaire survey.

An extrapolation of the results of the questionnaire

survey to the entire group of letter writers can be expected to

contain some error, but not to the extent that the extrapolations

to the target population could not be considered reasonable

approximations.

Yet, in spite of error that tends to creep in when one

attempts to equate those who respond to a questionnaire to those who

do not, the questionnaires can be expected to provide a much more

valid and complete picture of those who need help than was provided

by the letters themselves.
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l'conl c tr
.

Lot all ],'trr cpu1d be
cr-r7.:V(r-

.

`Those that decr_cicd, out -of- :state,

or elRiv nevc'r to ):ave vritten to

PYLP were deleted from ',1e group.

Table 1i -01. Questionnaire Heturn Potential by ::innesota District

Kus*er of Eva,cr in rur.,ber of

Source of Letter OrJrinril Deleted Potential

Letters Croup Returns

Metropoliten Area. 420 9 1411

(612 -- nil,nenpolis) (303) (6) (297)
(6a2 -- u. Paul) (117) (3) (314)

OutE,tate Arca

(722 -- St. Clu.Td)
('(23 -- rcrrIls fails)

(761 -- 1'illr71r)

r32 -- Ec;mid,ii)

(833 --.Crooston)
(842 -- plillth)
(843 -- Virginia)
(952 -- raul.ato)
p53 -- vol,thinvton)

954 -- 1.7,ro1311)
(972 -- Rochester)

1 +90

( 9G)
( 11
( 17)

( 5)
( 46)

( 63)
( 46)

( 87)
( 42)

( 28)
( 44)

13

(2)
()
(..)

-)
(2)

(-)
(2)

(3)

(1)
(1)

2)

477

( 914)

( 18)

17)

5)
44)

( 61)
( WO
( 84)

hi)
27)

( 42)

Special Croups

(out -of -Mote)
(Incmplcto --
VameNdres0
(Blind/Welfare)

73

( 5)

( 7)
( 61)

10

(2)

(6)

(2)

63

( 3)

( 1)
( 59)

Total 933 32 951

*Tbe deleted croup consists of 21 deceased. 2 out-of-state, 6 anonymous,
and 3 spcciql-problem writers (including 2 vho claired never having

written to IIFLP).
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The People Who Wrote to HYLP
-- a Closer Look .

An overall response rate of 62.2
obtained in the queLtionnaires rn filed

to tho:-,e who wrote to RFLP.

A sinificantly hither return rate was
observed onchu Outatste vriters tIlan

among Metrorolitan writers.

Table 4 -02. PercEntace of Questionnaire Returns by Minnesota Dir;trict

Source of Letter
liuT.iber of

Potential
aturns

Vmber of
Actual
Returns

Pc2,2rnine of
Questimnyire
Returns

Metropolitan Arca

(612 -- Minneapolis)
(602 -- St. Paul)

hll

(297)
(114)

236

(17h)
( 62)

57,h

(58.6)

(5h.h)

Outstatc Area h77 322 67.5

(722 -- St. Clod)
( 9/0 ( 61) (64.9)

(723 -- Ferc,uf-; iAls) ( 18) ( 1)4) (77.8)
(761 -- 1lillr.r1r) ( )7) ( 13) (76.5)
(832 -- Bemidji) ( 5) ( 2) (4o ,o)

(833 -- Crool:3ton) ( /14) ( 32) (72.7)

(8)t2 -- Duluth) ( 61) ( 44) (72.1)
(8h3 -- ( 44) ( 26) (59.1)
(952 -- Mankato) ( 84) ( 6)) (72.6)

(953 -- Worthlncton ( hi) ( 25) (61.0
(951 -- Varshall) ( 27) ( 16) (6659.3)

(972 -- Rochester) ( 42) ( 23) (.7)

Special Groups 63 32 50.8

(Out-of-Sate) ( 3) ( 3) (100,0)
(Incomplete --
Carle/Address) ( 1) ( 1) (100.0)
(B).ind/Welfare) ( 59) ( 28) (1 +7.5)

Total 951 590 62.0
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The People Who Wrote to hELP,
and Returned the Questionnaire . . .

T1,1:3 tdC3p ci ts ts lil,q2lihoorl of
; ; , o:,..r-1.-e

(See the fclloyin table - Table 4-04.)

Table 4-03. The 550 Writers Who neturil qw,timnairer:
Typc of litter Aceordillc to Vhethrr tLc W:itcr or
Another Indivi6unl Von Identified as 1:cc.dinE; alp

Total

107
(18.1)

155

(26.3)

300

(50.9)

28
( 4.7)

Tad i vi ii an 1
Identified as
hcedinE Help

Source

Twin Cities
Metro Area

of Letter

rinnesota

39
(12.1)

80
(24.8)

l86

(51.()

17

( 5.3)

Groups

hone
(Inforration Only)

Indivi,lu-ls Other
Than the Writer

Writer of Letter
Only

Writer Plus Other
Individuals

67
(28.2)

59
(25,0)

101

(43.0)

9

( 3.8)

1

( 3.1)

16
(50.0)

13

(4o.6)

2

( 6.3)

Total 236
(100.0)

322

(1co.c)
32
(loo.o)

590
(loo.u)
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The People Wno Wrote to HEIL),
but Did Not Return the Questionnaire . .

From this table, toc:ether with the preccdiw; table,
the follewin,,, pereec,tae return rates can i)e

calculated:

In Metropolitan hinnerota

551, of those who wrote just for infomation
5 6 of thore who wrote for help for others
61% of those who wrote for help for thesel,;es

In Outstate Minnesota --

44% of those who wrote just for inform%tion
731, of thoe who wrote for help for othr_Tc

of thl,re who wrote for help for tholves

Table 4-04. The Writoys Who Did Pot Return (,..stion^ires:
Typ= of Letter Accordir,, to Whether Wr!..ter or

Another Individual Was Identiod as Eeedirl

Individu-lo
Identified as
Needing help

Source of Letter

Total
Twin
Metro

Cities
Arca

Out%tate
MI:Inesota 3roul.s

None 56 50 106
(information-only) ( 32.0) ( 32.3) ( 29.4)

Individuals other
than the writer 50 29 8 87

( 28.6) ( 18.7) ( 25.8) ( 214.1)

Writer of letter
only 64 68 22

( 36.6) ( 43.9) ( 71.0) ( 12.6)

Writer plus other 5 8 1 14

individuals ( 2.8)
(

5.1) ( 3.2) ( 3.9)

Total 175 155 31 361
(1c,,).0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
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The People Vho Wrote to HELP
-- and Returne5. the Questionnaire , ,

The qu-tioire retwn rate for wo.11en
was apprDxately t re as thet for

men in non-4,:otr.:)poliran Area.

However, in the trolitn Area, the
return xate for iIcr, vas significantly

beim -c,t of a;n:).

Table 05,, Sex of the 5;0 Writcrs Who Returned Questicvnircs

Sex

Source of Letter

Twin tL
Metro Are 2inny:3ota

Special
Group Total

Not C-recified 18 8 1 27

( 7.6) ( 2.5) ( 3.1) ( )4.6)

Male 87 1(2 7 256

(36.9) (0.3) (21.9) (43.h)

F,ri.cle 131 152 24 307

(55.5) (47.2) (75.0) (52.0)

Total 236 322 32 590

(100.0) (100.0 (100.0 (100.0
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.roti.! to

but lid Not Netura the Questionnaire . . .

From this table, together with tt> preceding
ol.e, the following caleolationo czn "te wide:

701 of the Outstate mon returned questionlires.
-- of the Outstate woen r6iurnad questl.onrlaire8.

53!, of the Metropolitan men returned que:ltionnairc;.
-- 641? of the Mctrof,olitan v(,11 r6Aulic:d

fable 4-06. Sex of the 361 VriterF; ho Did Not Return Qucotlonnairc::

Source of Letter

Sax
Metro Area Minnesota Group Total

Not Specified 24 9 4 37
(13.7) ( 5.8) (12.9) (10.3)

male 78 69 13 160
(44.6) (44.5) (41.9) (44.3)

Female 73 77 14 164
(41.7) (49.7) (45.2) (45.4)

Total 175 155 31 361
(100.0) (100.0) (moo) (100.0)
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h.3 The :1.e Who A :!lose

Soille concern was expressed in the previous, section

concernini; bias or error that may ref;uit in a questionnaire

survey having e 6?:, response rate. Inferential errors, however,

are to be expected in any survey chat does not achieve a 100;i

response. Yet, when one considers what h 62 response rate leans

in a survey that contacts 10D (rather than a umple) of the

target population, the problc,rq tends to solve. itf:elT.

With a c'2 return 1-ate, one knows what one wants to

know about 6f of the tnrget population; the renaining, 36.; ore

the "unlmown." In projectin:; to the tnrget population, one uses

the known 62-1 to ascribe approximate eh%raetteristies to the

un:znowr. 38,6. Thz.t render has but to ar.k Would the two

grout n differ much as to render thi:, 1:rocode invclid?

The previous section identified souc biases; but these

can be accounted for, in par::, at least, by considerin separately

the Xetropolitan and Outstate Areas. Also, as pointed out

previously, the turGet population of the survey consirAcd of all

who had written to HELP -- including t':e 220 who failed to

identify themselves or others as percons in need of help. Thus,

in spite of a less than 1001) return rate, the questionnaire

survey con be expected to provide u ,uch more precise (and co:Iplete)

description of that set of individuals of concern to the people who

wrote to lfELP.



Tables 4-07 through 1:-22 apply to the individuals

identified in the questionnaire as bein7, in need of help. Since

these tables utilize co2dpined questionnaire and letter data, they

ev.n he coaercd as tables that upd7,te the norresponding tables

(Tables 3-07 thou.,7h 3-22) esented in Section 3.3.

Table 4-07 presents a distribution by sex of the 667

indduals ieentified froA the returned questionnaires es in

need of help. /,rain, as in Table 3 -al, three-fifths of those who

needed help were nen.

hrilenuents or Referents?

Table 4-0S presents a breaMorn of the 667 individels

who needed help aecordin to whether or not they had written

letters to PhiP. The que:.tionnaire :survey revealed 644 had

written letters. TW.s r(T.eescnts n sMbht increase fro the 61f!,

co identified in the analysis of letter content (Table 3-08,

Section 3.3).

Referents

Table 4-0), based on the cc bined letter and questionnaire

data, is very similar to the table (Table 3-09, Section 3.3) based

on the letters alone.
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The relationships of the re-;:erents to the individuals

who had written letters on their behalf was more fnnly established

survey then it vas 1;:,-,

w:rlyrs of letters. r.any of those vho hr;4 f{;1 %-hose

relotionships to the ioliviOuals for whorl they were makinF, appeals

could not be established from the orl!nal letters, turned out to

be parents or other close relatives. [Fain, where the appcal was

made on behalf of a spouse, it was us ally the wife lno wrote the

letter.

Generally, fr7.111inl concern was the reason most letters,

80;,, bad been vritten on behalf of individuals other than the

letter writem themselves (Table )1-10).

RefTa,Alents

Table 4-11 confirs the findings of Table 3-11 (section

3.3) in that many indivivals from the Metrorolitan Area who had

written for help for thc-2se3ves hcd Includt1 little more than

tneir means and addresses in their tiOnal letters to FELL'. Also

confirmed ie the finding that Outstate writers generally wrote

lo.ter letters and prewntd more detail than did writers frcmi

the Metropolitan Area.

AF,e

Approxiately 140`) of those nee link; help fell in the

16-50 age group (Table h-12). An al%ost egl percentage fell

in the 51-64 age group.
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This table provides r,olf,e indication that the population

intended to be the target of the IIELP Campoip,n very likely

included substantial nu:lbers of individuals vile vould not

ordinarily be considered suitable candidates for vocational

rehabilitation under oxistin3 'i)roL.rs't:s. At least one out of every

eiOlt individunls who needed help vas a child uader 16 cr on adult

over 65.

BfAri for Con era

When the lettes end questionnaires were considered

to:,ether, it beccac vppsrent that the eviotionsl vein in vhich

the problcs. of the 661 l'o.;:iividnal,; ocedin help titers presented

shiAed between the tikc, of the of the letter to MI and

th tine of the qucsti)nnaire ,:k,wvey. There were sane 'woo 'yore

grateful for the help received durix; the inLer:;; but the cencral

toJe vas rore ur.cally one cf deep concern awl anxiety.

Althou0 a few of the ori3inal letters could be described

as reflecting hostility, r:any of those who leturned questionnaires

expressed hostility towards coverftneutal ac,encies or towards

society in uncral -- often bnause of help that was expected hut

never received.

Where help was explicitly requested in the lit LP letters

On behalf of 43,10 of the individuals needing; help (Table 3-1,

Section 3.3), this proportion incretwed to 75;> as a ictuit of the

questionnaire survey (Table 4-1 ).
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(

The proportion of those deservin of help because of

frestrztin .out the -)e as

Disability

Table 1-16 iniicaten tLat cf tie individuals

who needed help yore disabl&I or posseL,sed a reltcd vocational

handicr.p. This rey,reseat e uliffht Oro; fro..:1 the proportion vho

had previously ly:c,n identified f:I:uri the c).,::;int!1. UV letters as

necdik; help (Table 3-16, Section

Selac of the dic,:alc(1 could hive been Tre:.nld to have

died be i',2,,:cn the tiLle of 'che tritln3 of the 112LP letter and the

tine of lie quentionnaire str:vz,.y. Ewevev, the questionnaire

survey id.':ntified t,dditical vho %.Lve

not E0 identified in the co....tnt anraysis phr,se. (lic;-!11 thnt

there were 220 letters thet did not specify who needed help or for

what rencon.) Tie problems of concern to such indivli,uals i.ey

well have included problems other than disabilities.

There erns a decided increase in the percentage of

individuals for vhon an explicit request for help yes made

(Table )4-17). This percentacx increased fro: Lot' (Table 3-17,

Section 3.3) to 5E as t1 result of the questionnaire survey.
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Unemployment vor, rentionod ;45. a major concern of 5 of

tr,e, lo , 7

Section 3.3) 1..:1: 33,;.

In fire-sixths of the csEer; in which uneployncnt was

cited as n problem, en exiaicit appeal for h(!ip vas rade

(Tab).e 4-19).

The vcoportion of Inc ii'1. vho ner.Ard ',cap vith

financf_ol problo:7x, increa%ed from (Tr,.ble. 3-20,

Section 3.3) to three-rentha ss n moult of tie qmstionnaire

survey (Table 4-20).

.4n explicit for help accomlenied RO:, of thc cases

in vhich finar.ciol 'prohlt): yore cited es a 11%jor concern

(Tcble 11.21). This represents on increase frevi the 5C;', so

identified as s result of the analysis of letter content (Table 3-21,

Section 3.3).

Other Probl

Legal natters were rorcly discussed in the orif;inal HELP

letters. Howe7er, the qucstionnoire sir'vey revecled that

approxirately one-eirth of toe who needed help vcre concerned

with legal problems (Tnble 4-22). The problr:cts rentioncd here
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often concerned 'Workmen's Cu'iponce,tion, Socinl Security, and rolnted

Insurance projrams.

The original letters h,J3 idehtifi3O problms it medical

core es a v.ajor concern to ont:-eiL;hth of the individuls who

needed help (Thble 3 2, Sectio 3.3). Thin proportIon :.nercased

to one -third as a result of thy: clueionmire survey. .:equently

cited were questions es to availability and clv.nlity of m:dftal

care; but Eo5t often the cost o:1' medical care vac the pIoblem of

concern.

Discu ion

There were otriXinc; sirAldritks bc;.yeen the eric,irill

}CrILP letters and the questionpriires in tel. r, of the 141:ntificotioh

of who needed help. T:icre very also se.,1c dif:reces.

The differerxes that were noted rol4rslly /Eulted frcm

the specificity and detail occo 'myin7 the qustionITAre

returns. Yet, if one would consider the cie.er,tio;Inairc survey t. L; a

standard for colparion, the oriinal lettes portray,'d n surpri:AnL;ly

good picture of the problms of the indiviOml who is re identified

ec needini7 help. One could conclude that the net of Drif-,iml

letters written to E,11' identiiled individuals with Naryin,7, levels

of needs, that a hih level of need existed, and tl,t,t the needs

vere reasonably well-0ocuented. The qu(:ntioDnnire survey merely

confirmed these but tt further eLthlishd the level of

need to be actually higher tAmn was expressed in )''1,1' letters.
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The People Who Needed HIE?
-- a Closer 1,3ok . .

The (--tdonnaire rcturr- ,:onfinned
ins (r Tal)le 3-07).

(.,-.1-fths of t'r.oc neoding help

'.ere Ten.

(A total of 667 indi.viduals yore identified
the 590 returned o:L::sLiormaires as

in need of help.)

Table 4-07. Sex of the 667 Trtda1r, IToseuted u ceding Help

Sex

Source

61Ti7E--67.11,7sIT:r-
Metro Area

of Letter

2inneEota
Sieclel
Group Total

Male 57.3 61.9 50.0 59.h

Fmale 41.2 37.6 50.0 39.7

not Specified 1.3 .5 .9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(l'ercentes baced on colu-in totLils of
267, 3, 38, and 667 respectively.)
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The P(xple Who eed(d YIIP
A Closer Look . .

Many writers who 11,96 rrevieusly 'Lncluded only
name, address, awl soeLir7e3 :).-ne of disability

in their letter, to 11' i)cntified thcmselves
as the 511bi(et of is.quiry.

On the basis of letter data trove, 61, of the
writcrs needed Yiel.e (see 7ab)e 3-03), On the

basis of letter and que:,,tfonnaire data cosbined,
this, propation rose to G'4.

'able 4-03. TnFt C.,67 Eccdinr ;?ell According to
Whether or hot She:: Were Lchter Writers

lndividuals
Identified as
Peening 1Ielp

Source or Letter

Outs :A
rhin:sota Group Total

426

Twin
Metro Area

Individuals Who 37o 239 17

Wrote Letters (63.7) (65,o) (44.7) (63.9)

IndiNiduals Other 97 123 21 241
Than the Writer (36.3) (3.0) (55.3) (36.1)

Tan} 267 362 38 667
(loo.o) (1(0.o) (100.0 (100.0)
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s table, bcri on the c:rthirc..d letter and
quontionn.lire dot , vcry sirii17,r to the

one La5cd on letters alone (Te Table 3-0) -

Vhere the ElTrl vnr, Lfide on behalf of a opouf;e,
it vas usur.11y the wife :ho wrot the letter.

parcntr,, ch11,]ren, frion6s, and
neicLbon; were also f4.7quer,t odvocateLF.

of tho::c ':ho riecdca help.

cc 11-09. Bclationaip of Respouricyts to the 2111 EcfcreiAs

Source of Letter

Tho Vrc,'.e. the Lettcr?
retro Arca

Special
Gm)) Totalinecooto

trot Specified 5.2 11.9 111.3 5.8

Wife 15.5 18.7 9.5 16.6

Husband 3.1 4.9 4.8 4.1

Parent 23.6 28.5 23.7 25.3

Child[17iolirg 22.6 15.1; 34.3 18.3

Other Relative 14.4 12.2 28.6 14.5

Friendfl.eichbor ]5.5 15.4 4.8 14.5

Agency 2.3 .... .9

Total 300.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on colu'Ln totals of
97, 123, 21, nnd 241, respectively.)
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The Peop7.e 1,,"%c_; Tccycd EYL?

-- a Closcr Look . . .

In four C55CS, fin five, r1itil conee:y:

ya5: rc.1 scion' other than t'ne
one vith ftc problcm wrcte to fli IF.

Table Lcitcr

Vetro Arca

Wr:I.itcn on 1),t1'2 of the 21 Rvfercrits

Reso;1 Icttcr
Was V:7ittcn

Suree of Lotter

ninneL:ota TotalGroup

ImIct.-rminable 9.3 3.3 14.3 6.6

Familal Concern 76.3 81 80.9 79.3

Friendship 13.h 13.8 4.8 12.9

Act rx*illarity 1.0 1.6 1.2

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(FerecntaGes 1),.sed on colnn totals of

91, 123, 21, and 241, respectively.)
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The Fenpie Who Leeded HFLP
-- a Clo:,,r Look . .

Nearly Waif of the Metropolitan Area resnon6ent3
%to needed hr. 1u for thcfelw,s 11,1d rcnt 1:itL la

more thn their C:FIJQN or3 Liresse3 in their
original lettcr to HI 1?.

The questinaire Farve;, confirird the firdinu
of TaIlle 3-11 in thrt OutsAte rcFpc.n(ients

wrotc z1(1 pcLc:Itcd
than did their Metropolitan counterpaln.

Table h-11, Lencth of Letter Written by the 1+26 In61.4Ji6uais Who
Needed rclp for 7i,eLselvcs

Lcngth of Letter

Source of Letter

WinITT1777-756T,Cii.------i
Metro Au-ca ninnc,;o.-. Group Total

Vc.ry rhort (one

scntcnce)

tort (we
rragraph)

18.8

27.7

26.4

30.5

23.5

35.3

35.2

29.6

Medium (one

Mc) 15.3 29.7 29.4 23.9

Ling (multiple
pabes) 8.2 13.h 11.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentnrf,es based on colurn totals of
170, 239, 17, and 426, roucetively.)
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'The Fre Os Nc,- I

e C7_7)cr . .

Abc.:t )0:11, of thee roecdirc help vcre in the

1:-50 Erc,.;:). An r!".1.1, enuol
percent, fell in tic 5)-6!) c uoup.

But The PFLP nlo rcchcrl irdlAdualG
ar,*2 not ii:Iic for -.:x,.,A.ionfa

service bc,u'urc of

their .

Table Distribui(-7. of the 66y People no Pecd help

Age

Source

Twin C2-:ies
retrn Artr.

of Leiter

C.
rnota

bpecial
Group Total

Vot specified 2.6 .6 7.9 1.6

Child (der 16) 2.2 1.4 7.9 2.1

Adult (cc,c not knc-.T,) 1O.; 6.6 .... 7.8

16-30 12.0 17.4 )5.8 15.1

31-50 29.6 23.2 )3.2 25.2

51-64 36.0 38.9 34.2 37.5

65 or over 7.1 11.9 21.0 10.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(FCrCtfltfitr.'s on colvern totals of
267, 362, 3, end 667, rcsreetively.)
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The People. eeded

-- n Cluccer Look . .

The que%ttennaire .iurvey revealed Fople vho
:ere firteful !7or the help 11 t:.y hail received

since the lettrTs z!ppcaijnr: )'or help vcre

written.

But the rcnerel. tone via still cue of deep
concern Pr,danxiciy anJ of i)Icrearca

hostility.

Tale 1;-13. Ve:In Jr. Which the C6': Probler. De;:eriptienE;

Were Prer-nted

Tone of Le ter
Qucstlounire

Con Ow Tsid ogethc± r

Source

Tiwin

Ectro Area

of Lettg.r

Toi n1

euL:itrfte

V.innct,otrt

Special

Group

Incletere.in:Ito 33.3 34.8 26.3 33.7

Inquiring 6.7 6.6 7.9 6.7

Concerned 33.0 31.5 28.9 32.0

Anxious 8.0 11.9 13.2 10.6

Hostile 13.5 10.5 21.1 12.3

Grateful 4.9 4.7 2.6 4.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Perecntares bnse,1 on colurn totals of
267, 3(2, 38, nnJ (67, reEpectIve3y.)



TEu Ircople Vno lecded LFLP

-- a CloFer Lcok . .

The perecnterP of (nE7e:, in which help V3S
requested roe fr '(6; Y:'.1))1? 7.:;-111)

to 9C-*.

-- and the percentorul in which the appell
was quite explicit rose fru-. 43, to -(5.

Tabie 11-14. The 667 TnIvidusA4; 1]eedir, 17(.1.11 Aceor(linF to

Mic-fter Help or 6:)ly 3nfoTion :1.cctcr

/bell:3 of hppesl
rctro ArE

iource of 1,ttcr

Yinnrtn Groun

Info-;T:ation 1;equest 13.5 6.9 13.1 9.8

Help implicitly
requested 24.3 E.6 5.3 )4.7

Help explicitly
requested £2.2 84.5 81.6 75.5

Total 100.0 103.0 100.0 100.0

(PercentlEys based on column totals of
261, 362, 38, and wr, respcc,ively.)
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The People 7ao heeded
-- a Closer Look . . .

The proportion of cares in which en itlporatie
for help could be def;cat(:d roe rair;htly

to relt of the ().=.2dtionne survey
(see 'Able 3-1,A.

There vn,f3 D. vain in the proportion Who denr,aded
that "society do cr.,ethin3 to help."

Table 4-15. Imperative for Help Presented on Behalf of the 667
Individuls Vith IToblelas

IsTerative for Y elp

Source of Letter

Metro Aron Minnesota
byeclul
Group Total

Mono 1.1 .4

Indeteminate 49.h 41.7 39.5 44.7

Deserving beccusc
of good character 7.1 7.5 6.9

Deser:ing because
of frustrating history 27.0 26.8 21.0 26.5

Otherwise deservim 1.9 3.6 18.5 3.8

Obligatory (society is
obliGed to help) 6.4 8.5 21.0 8.4

Multiple/Other 7.1 11.9 9.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(PercentnRca bast(' on column totals of
267, 362, 38, and (67, reapectively.)
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The People 1,:;;c3 1;ccciei if7LP
-- a Clo3er Look . . .

The rroportion of inOividuri!.:; for vhoci a

di:., bility o~ onwn. voe'Lion:1
was repori drop:5 a rc4,ult c!' the

quesionire survey frost r i (sec

Table3-1(,) to 64;,.

(Souse, of oourzc, were Occrcm-lca. but for
ot1-.c,n; rr.

°printed 'kit% blase r:ore accurate -Linn

the lettors alone.)

Tnble-16, Tao 667 Inc'Avill7As Identificd at Kelp
According to V,othr or 1)Jrai)iliy or

Other Vocatioal Kandicap Vas the Prcblem of
Concro

Disability or Otr:er
Vocatiol hundicc

Source of Lt.tter

Tvin Cities Outtutc brcial
Vctro t,rc a Man:,ota Group Total.

ho mention of a
disability 56 50 4 110

(21.0) (13.8) (10.5) (16.5)

specifically
mentioned

ricability Inferred
from letter

208

(77.9)

3

( 1.1)

305

(84.3)

7

( 1.9)

34

(89.5)

( -- )

547
(82.0)

10

( 1.5)

Total 267
(100.0)

362
(100.0)

38

(100.0)
667
(10(,'.0)
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-... in 1!Itich

for V.-1°5r

l'ran to 5V,,

Table 4-11. Request:. for help /loco'

a Dissbi.ty or Otr
Hr.inyinj; tly-J 551 C:;

Vo:!ation.)1 Handicap

of T.-Ater

With

Sourer

Help Requested?
Metro Arca Minnesota Group Tots].

No indication as to
need for help 30.3 39.4 55.9 37.0

Help liTlicitly
requested 10.9 14.8 5.9 7.2

Help explicitly
requested 31.8 30.8 11.8 30.0

Help of a epecifle
nnture reqvc,stca 27.0 25.o 26.1k 25.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percent!x. based on column totals of
211, 312, 340 nn j 551, rcept'ctively.)
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The Jeonlo no ::cetT:ed Y1;1)

-- a Close Look . . .

Unerap1ent wan T.-ntionod an n rejor
cox,ern of of tiy:s. 1.Tho

needed hdp. (Vr:e corvondirv:
fivAne J-rr.n :b)e

(Note: hin, it should not IT.? inferred
thet )46'4 'ere (Traoyed.)

Table 4-1, The 667 Jdolti"1:ief3. an NV117, Nelp

Accor6in,3 to Jcther or Lot Udc:nployr,At Wc,n

the Jroble71 Of Concern

Total

309
(1;6.3)

358
(53.7)

Une%nloyn-.:nt

Problcr.?

Source of L'Atcr

Win Clijcn Ont
Motro Arca Minmzota

Sp:id
GrcJi)

10 mention of
unemployr,ent

Unemploy4ent
uleeifically mentioned

126
(4(.2)

141
(52.8)

159
(43.9)

203
(56.1)

21

(63.2)

36.13)

Total ;67 362 39 667
(100.0) (100.0) (00.0) (100.0)

I
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Pie People Who Needed HELP
-- a Closer Look . .

An'expliclt rt - ' made in

ploi)').., A Lng

from tha letter date (see Table 3-1.)
vas 53k.

Table 4-19. Requests for help Accopanying the 35B Cases With
an Unemployment Problem

Requests for ;:elp

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Ou.;state

Minnesota
Sracial
Group

No indication as to
need for help 15.6 13.3 13.7

1p implicitly
: iuested 4.3 1.5 2.5

Help explicitly
requested 48.9 40.4 78.6 45.3

Help of a specific
nature requested 31.2 44.8 21.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Pereentaces based on collmn totals of
141, 203, 14, and 358, r2spc!tively.)
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The leople ;:no
-- a Clohor Look . .

The proportion of individuals with 1.0entified
financial problems inereP.,;ed from 271)

(tee Tob1e3-20) to 43i).

(rotes Again it should not be infe..7red
that the rcmaining had no

financial problems.)

Table 4.4'0. The 667 Individuals Identifiei cs reeding Help
According to Whether rinuucia:. Problells Were a
Matter of Concern

Financi
Froble,-113?

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outstntc
Minnesota

Special
Group

No meniion of
financvs

Firanclol problems
dis,:ussed in letter

173
(64.8)

94

(35.2)

186
(61.')

176
(x,8.6)

19
(50.0)

19
(50.0)

373
(56.7)

289

(43.3)

Total 267
(100.0)

362
(100.0)

38
(100.0)

667
(100.0)
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The People Who Needed HELP
-- a Closer Look .

The proportion of financially troubled
individuals who node :Al explicit appeal

for aid increased from 5611 (see Table 3-21)
to 8o;',.

Table 4-21. Requests for EAT Accoqany!ng the 239 Cases
With Financial Problei

Help Requested
Win Cities
Xetro

Source of Letter

Total
Outstate

cn Minn2sota
Special
Group

No indication as
to need for help 14.9 15.9 26.3 16.2

Help inplieitly
requested 9.6 1.2 .... 3.8

Help explicitly
requested 51.0 46.0 26.3 46.4

Help of a specific
nature requested 24.5 36.9 47.4 33.6

al 100.0 100.0 100.0 103.0

(Percentages based on colkvm totals, of
94, 176, 19, end 239, respectively.)
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The People Who Needed NIP
-- A Closer Le:,

Among individuals needinc help, the proportion
expressing concern pith the quality and costs

of medical, CE:i 11;cre-,5::3cd from one-eighth
(see Table 3-22) to one-third.

Also, the origl,71 lettcr3 revealed very few
individual:, (less thr:n with problems.

The que.,,ticmnnirer revealed over 121 with
legal Troblems.

(1,:ote: Ilnotiona) proble:.s. although presented
in -,his tc.ble, are finclu;ed as cnsnbilV,ies

r related vocatienal. handicaps in
'T'able 4-16 as w,.:11.)

Table Other Problems of Concern to the 667 In;,fivicauals
Idea` iff,ed as her sing, Yelp

Sour:e of Letter

Problem Aces Ear° Area innesota Group Total

Advanced Are .14 .8 1.2

Mcdicel Care or Costs 12.3 18.8 2.2 33.3

Legal l'ntterq 5.1 6.2 .9 12,2

Footional Problems 3.3 )4.8 .3. 8.2

(VIP:. Entries in this table are percentages
based on a total Cri' per.lc»s reeding

help. Colwn rercentenes ere not additive

since on InOividuall:as have nore one

problem.)

Co



4.4 The r'eople 1Tho Needed 111.1,P -- Their Reactions

The questionnaire survey resulted in the identification

of 66y individuals who needed help. Of these, 426 were letter

writers who had written for help for themselves and 241 were

irdiiduals other than the writers of the letters. The remaining

J1 were indivIdue.ts who had not written letters but who were

identified by writers as indivithrlc in need of help.

Tables 4-2D through 4-27 concern the 426 who had written

for help for theinselves and Table 4-28 com!erns the 241 referents.

The iiTfP Letters

Most of the individuals who had for help for

thcmselveL; recalled whether or not they had received a reply

kTalae 4-2). Those who stated they had received replies out-

numbered those who claic they did not by a 3-to-1

It is kno.n that all letters re-routed froin Vashin3ton,

D.C. resulted in replies. Quite probably, there l'erc so72c

individuals who did not associate their oricinnl letters to HELP

with a reply received from the Minnesota Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation. Also, some may have foreo;ten. However, anotner

possibility exists; it nay thet no' all letters that were

written to YELP were re-routed back to Mirsctota.

Table h-24 yrovides sole evidence that this viat be

the case. One writer in 13 claire() to have written more than one
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L- ;ter -- some of the four or nor°. Yet, among the letters that

fer analysis (consisting of all but a very few

actually very few multiple

Of it cannot 1J7J d(terilinea c:,'actly how long it

took for letters to be routed throuch Washington and back to

1' .'esotn and %innesou'L'iA to then respond to the letters.

u;: 1-.uve gotten lost on any leg of the journey, a

journey that vte, s'ften quite tire consuming.

About one-half of the 1426 individuals who had written for

help for ther,:selves reported thr! lcr:-;th of tine it took to receive

a re: Jost vo replied to this Item on their questionnaires

reportec voitin; at least one north; anA nony reported having

, icont:-,s or tore (Table )i-25).

Writer 5.rtisfrcUon

Those w:r.o had vritten for help for themselves reported

varying degrees of satisfaction with the information received in

response to their letters (Table )i-;-7.6). A relatively srall

Yon, lrss thsn one-fourth of the total, claim to have

received inforlation of the type wanted infornetion relative to

their needs,

An otte7pt vas made to yleasure shifts in attitude that

lr have taken 11r,ce on the 'art of those who had written for help

,,hezr,selves towalos iannetota vi:cneles from the time the oriOnal

8 :)



letter was written to the tirr,e of the questtonnaire c.rrey. Lbout

f6/
responaed to this item on the questionnaire (Table 4-27).

Thore with a less favorable it.:ression then before otltnumbered

t: 7.. ..-to -2

The Peferehts

Individmis who hr.(1 written to HAP on he elf of other-:

were asked if the referents raentioned iA the letters were aware

that a letter had teen written (Table 4-28). The questionnaire

returns i Illicate aout one -half the referents were aware of the

letters cull one-h?lf were not.

DiEew..cion

In revJeving the results pre:;Lh'ed in this section, one

can conclude that the lEA)Ct:t:Inaign .erovl,ied sol.etl4in-: lets than

a boost to the reputation of agencies sup2lying services to the

people of the stLte of Minnesota. It would appear that, although

the HELP Catriaicn ray have been of help to nany peole, it

alienated ac many people as it helped.

The questionnaire survey revealed that there tay have

been something to 1.,e desired in the h;-,riling of the h';'.:LP lett;ers.

The coetimes excessive delays that resulted froLi havng tha letters

collected at one centaAl point and re-routd b7ck to the in3ividual

states apparently did little to enhance the IDIA'CarTaign as a bona

fide attempt to help people.

-133.
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There were also definite in6ications that the HELP

Campal:..n's actual target population m2y riot have been the intended

target population. Except for those letters that clearly indicated

refe)ral to welfare agencies or agencies serving the blind, all

letten; re-routed back to Minnesota vc,re answered in terms of a

focus upon vocational rehabilitation. For many, information

concerning the availability of vocational rehabilitation nay not

have been infornation relevant to need. The HELP Cre

promotional material did not make it clear that the intended

tar6et population should include indivielmls for whom, vocational

rehabilitation was a feasible undertakin.

The Minnesota Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

effectively orerated an infor,Iation and referral service in its

handlin3 of many of the I[;LP letters. Ie vill beccqr;e clear in the

next section, individuals who needed hAp of a type other than

vocational rehabilitation were often referred to other agencies

for help.

(Note; In the followin3 table!;, the "1;o Data" entries concern
questionnaire respondents who failed to reply to
certain items.)

5



Mr.! reOple Yr) 1:ec-len REIT

-- 9':".03C. -,o had 'e:ritten Lc.,L . . .

Most letter writers vho wrote about their own
probler:is rccallG3 whether or not they had

received replies to their inquiries.

/.bout one- fourth (of those who did recall),

claimed not to received a reply.

Table h-23. The 126 Uriter& Who Heeded Help for Thenselves:
Their Recollection es to Viicthor They Received
Replies to Their Letters

Did Writer
Receive
Reply?

Source of Letter

Twin C.tier, trd . Srecial
Metro Area Minnesota Group Total

No data 19.h

No 27.(

Yes 52.9

12.9

17.2

69.9

5.9

Jo-2

52.9

15.2

22.3

62.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on colu-nn totals of
170, 239, 17, and 1426, respectively.)



The People If lo Needed HPLP

-- Those Who Had Written Letter,i . . .

Typically, only one letter we written.

However, ebout one in thirteen clained to
have vriAten core then one letter --

sometines four or more.

Table 4-21:. The 426 Vrfter; Who 1;eelecl Hc:Jp for rnc)aelves:
The Nuber of Letters Tney Ulained to Pave
Written to KELP

Number of
Letters

Source

Twin (Atie3
Metro Area

of Lettt,r

Total
Outst:A.c

Minnesau
Siecinl
Group

No data 9.4 5.0 23.5 7.5

One 83.5 87.0 70.6 85.0

Two 47 3.8 5.9 4.2

Three 0.6 3.0 1.9

Four or More 1.8 1.2 1.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentar,es based on coltrin totals of

170, 239, 17, and 426, resp:ct,i';ely.)
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The People Who Ner:ded YET.P

-- Thor e Who Had Written for HELP . .

Most of those who rerrrted the tire it took
to receive rci,lies to their letters recalled

waiting Vt Lt a rf,nth -- often three
nonths or rore.

Table 4.25. Till; 426 Indivia'uls 1;1A) Nee0ed Help for Thentselvez:

Their Estiretn of Ho w Lon:4 They Waited for Replies
to Yheir Letters

Tine Required
to Answcr Let

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cittez
Metro Area

Outrtate
?innesotn

Opeeial
Group

No data 57.1 42.3 52.9 '48.6

Less then one
month 17.1 20.1 5.9 18.3

One to three
months 17.6 26.8 29.4 23.2

Three months or
more 8.2 10.8 11.8 9.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Fer,,nta;;es 1Iscd on Po1u:I1 totals of
170, 239, 17, ani 4;'6, respective).y.)



)
.

Les than one-fourth of those who hod wril,ten
for help for thc-clvs claimed '6() huvi

received the infortion reluvont to
their needs.

Table 4-c6. The L26 Writers Who reoded Help for Thcncelves:
Their Setiafection With the Infotion Received

Did Writer I:ecive
thc Informatiol He
Wonted?

Source of Letter

Total
Twill Cities

Metro Area
Oatrute
Minnesota Group

ro data 22.9 17.6 17.6 19.7

No 36.5 38.5 "47.2 38.0

Yes, partially 15.3 22.6 17.6 19.5

Yes, essentially all 4.1 8.3 6.4

Yes 21.2 13.0 .17.6 16.4

Total 100.0 100.0 7.00.0 100.0

(Fercentcgc3 based on coluln totals of
170, 239, Li, wal 426, reur:ctively.)
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The Deole Who 1:ede(1 ILLX-
-- Those Who Had Vritten bAters. .

IndiviCu3.5 who had vritten for help for thc7nre1vr::
were .s.e(1 at t.lr of t!1:' fliwstichinaire ',urvev

if their i ion of .:erleie;3 set up to h:ao the

ople of H]nnesota vcr, more fa'rorbble or leGs
favorable than at the tiu they vrote their

original lettrl: for help.

Those 0.th a
with a Lore favorable iirlpre:ision by n 3-to-2

Table 14-27, nt.e in ;Ittituds of the 1126 1,01;ter Wr'ers Towards
NineLot% kroncics the
Sur7ey

Sorc

Metro Area

0 LAtcr

WhhecotLI Cron Total

Opinic.:1 at

of E-.1r;*

Eo Data 26.5 ?0.5 41.2 23.7

Less Fnvorbble 25.9 26.8 11.8 25.3

No Chan,;e 31.1 35.1 41.2 33 d

More Favprable 16.5 17.6 5.8 16.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(i'orcentno b:(.1 on co1,1r.a totlb of
r(0, 23), 17, 8,11 14.6, -e40.,ively.)
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The Peotle Who Needed 1;i1P

-- but rrio_17,A, Writtel Letters .

Many of the who ncr,ded help were unmdcre

of the apy,eal riei on their l'::11:41f.

TA1(, The 21. EeJi,c1 Nelp b!zt

wItucn ryda,
Kno,,! Abo'Jt the

Lettf';.?

Source of Let.er

Did Referent Kn-,1,

About ILTA'

__.------_-_,------
Metro Arca

Totua
VLTC- , c c:f

Mincie:;.t3

-^------- -_-___-
ro Data

2L.( ;6.0 11..3 2/4.2;

No
145 . 31,1 33.1 37.8

Ye.s
29.9 )2.3 147.6 37.8

Total 100.0 1000 103.0 100.0

(Pereentnes lorcl c colt) 0 rJ or

91, 123, 21, 1:T1%1 !141, ref..jec'Avily.)
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Z.5 The PooT.)_eho_Cont(!ctci an k;rncy

Of the (7 inraivicluals r1 in the ciucon:aire

survey IAnir, in nc:cd of L-ap, 193 Lnri contacted en -:,ency for

help (Mile 4-29). Ti)is (-.,ction of the rcport concerns the 193

who r_rac:e at;ency contacts and refer to Table:; thro..L;n Z-39.

Contnrt :it,

Slinhtly ;ore than one-hnlf (51 of the r4;ency contactn

that 1t1 fro.. i; 1:e" (.. contcts viih :not

if,R (Table 4-30). The crit:-,(.t with ot,r

F3ccv:I.1;,y, etc.

out-l.crcd ye. by Larcin

v;',c eer Other tr,L:n 1;7.i (1-1-Ple L-31).

Thin i5 the 5n: ratio of ).(;:l to vo.17:n vEs

fou!-!%i fov o'cv.1". of 66'( whu

proy.ortic,ratcly rore coretv with h/i, th7,n

Approxiely 40") of ',,hoe vho contt.etcd IV fell in

the 51-or-over tIL-,e 1,rncl:ct (T,7,:e"Ye 4-32). t.'"rloce over 65 i;cn:2ri:lly

couht help fro:i e:eneicr; othcr thnn DV1-Z.

In thoL.,? Cr.Ser, 'Acre VO:In:let 1%cle pith DV., it wt5:

cene:'rAly the vo2tion'll roh%1:11i-:aticn conrelor

the cont(ct rather 1.:;r:n the ir:Aviduel who nedr..(1 1,21p (T10

This vnr, tru alo of oth fl..'n'...!e!; with V0.1
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1-1t to a le.;5er 1.),an in the eoFJ-y ov -- in tL:t ai7ency

personnel, rather than inividual5 needin!7, help, initiated

contact:,.

In case where the date of the cN1:::ect eoi.la be

specified, all but a f2w contacts were mode au.rin;,, 1969 or 1970,

6ty,cestin3 that thay ray have been direct or indirect result

Results of ,!( ct

In the ovke:Aloncire hLd

nn c;r.! n:ccivc-d cerviccr,o and

their (1.1;1Loarire cc'2inoC! for inaicEt5on:3 1,L;At

a fw.:'Llz,r rnl for at tlc ti1,:e of the

Ta.?stjoTirr:tro Luroy. It mr, be;..rwl the ceof(,- of thc.,

s.t1rvey to vall6te inroltion ropr)rio:. Eeve;.t'1e1e36,

t'rie ro:,yprre:-.. of to_ in'ilviiiv:ar.; v1-.!1 1-1,c1 c.:;cne co:L;vt

in-Acate their 1,(:rect,t,iozic of the contact ti Nether ri:1 or

ir-!Orled, reflect the ir,pre35lonr, n7encie:; 1.(1 noae wpon thin.

Approzirntely GO of the inaiviawls who 1-:ad ;:vk. contact with an

aj.;ency claincd they r1,2,1 not, or 1)::.r.1 not yet, received help ot.;

result of the contact. This vac. tree for 11):i and for a;conies

than DVA cc yell. Aetna) ly in ,ch [roop felt that

they Lad received servieor, an a result of the coItac.

5'"1,1(, h_36 1r,:,7entr; the 193 ihlivid,Th: who contacts,'

an ncency accor6ilw: to wl,:he not their ge'-tionwilre return;;

indicated ra further rpp:--).7_ for help. Appru-Altely 6,, were



fvond to b..2. nakin3. 2;loh an ap.r.i.11. Jon thr2 wpprotely 70

into vaele no cued appc-[11, rone vpix.ltred fro'r, their co..ents to

be actually despoivinj, of ree,.livinn: help fit any o.;:ncy -- DV

or nr.,enei.::1 other

Iteron,!ent7 or Refer

O the 193 inOividu7ilr iiho hJ conteted en .,:-;er.cy, 3.143

were indi7iclual:1 vbo hn Irritton lvtter to Yi.UP. ihc rerr,eininr;

245 l!efe t-tfererits for yhon en vpy.cr,3 fo: hr.rt hLen n'](.10 by

soone

There u r:o(: strn.1:; in the

of DVR t:!,.11 in the cte of otlt-r tL:r, 1)n, for c7s.,ncy

conl.r.ci to Le tre 1re FA) j!)iVirfi ritten 3:o' help for

Appotely fiv,2-:tlis of 1n0.:..e who hi

cortet3 hn3 171-ittcn leL'Ler,-, to Y-,.5".

TLble ecn be 1:.7 Section

The 3.,:r tcble concrn3 cll retw...n:d flye3tionixer_:

anr1 who Lnq writt,211 fur help for vhih! the for_er concerns

Only thore writer; who hfid Contact' ; en m,i.,ncy. It op:'arr; tt
letter writers who n.11):;cqucntly contacted on nr,cncy for help were

tcr:sielcrab3y Lore yith the info. ;tion rcecirc:1 in recl.on:e

to their oricinnl let/_.er5 thin were those Sid not,

Tie 1),8 Ojiitint 1 lr:tter vritc.14c who nd contLeteJ nn rcrcv

tlEti in the ve:;tion7::-.tre curry I thci r i:17.:'err,ions of

Minne5ote ec,enciez wrxe rore fnvcr3i4Q or ie:n favovble then ot tYe
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tine tley wrDte to MIX. Those with a les:: favorble irTre3eion

and those with a more faxori:ble inpresoiol were about equally

divided (Table L-39).

Dis,v ion

Only about one-third of the 667 inaivir',uals icknI;ificd

in the quer:tieni-Are survc:Y as bein.:, in need of help had Ilade, or

were pinni17, to rzake, contact with an alLeney. This, in itself,

in not neccsarily a diE;turbin2; outeoe of the )!),11 Campzji,,n.

Includc4 e..; tb(!A are 7.,in who riid receive cervices zo-1:1 were

helped a:: a r ult of th.e eayni Also rf; them

are n3ny to be (11::aT,Tinto, so: Ui:Jce

bitterly, with the chcin of events thct folloc:1 their

for help.

In r43ition, tbe vho

help but rclorted too co!:ebait ),ro.iie F3. 2 CLI:70,

for conc:Tn. Uhfioubtedly, see of then ii;:3 co::Let(.6 r,Lecicr,

but failed to indicate this in thel.! roturcx6

but by no stretch of the irnjiration could tLir; to true for all

of thc rii.e question r;:ains: To whot extent Coe! this reflect

the :Air. u needs of via) vfitten to 1.7J,P for

thtselve3 or of inlivinis for vho:7 help was recluc-,tcd by

soone else? The next k arL of thin rclort, eov(,rin person21

"luterviLu she 1 :. en thi:;
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The People Vho 7:ecdcd Beip
-- Did an Awry Contc-Tt 1-(esult?

A )ere majority of those who needed help
cl!.-ATIed to hve el;i:ricnced no mc.,ncy

contact es a reliA)lt of their letter.

Table Coltr.ct ic t5r Yro:1 1,'I.ors to P]:1.A?

_ . . . _ _

V,00rce Lr..ttcI.
Yao Auc.ncy Contet.

fro:;

}U) /%[:1,-;:1.?
flctro

199

10

( 3.8)

58
(21.1)

(63.0)

10

( 2.8)

124

Ui.0

GroL

(63.1,)

7

( 2.7)

11
(23.9)

TotPi

(61.9)

21

( 3.2)

193

r.9)

No (or no Ozitu)

Not yet, but contact
is plrinned.

Yes, n or,ency was
coht2cted

Totol ('67 3ro 38 (67
Mo.o) (loo.o) (100.0) (70.0)
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Tc

tTr-.1
:

'.' rc,z no,-:

The reainJer contt;i;n ith other rchabilitrition
uencies, velfare c:4-ployir,ent so.rvices,

etc. -- \'.re the rcr,u1.; cf itlyntton and
refrrro1 funiFhe hy D7R prronnr,s1.

Table fq;crcic .the 193 YrJtvit:lualt: 1;he

Help Jt:j (.,(,:.t:T.:7t::(1 an ac a Direct Result,
of the

A3-cncy Cont,,,Ct
or a Bcult

Source

I'71 I1 cs;

/rcc

0:7!

ritrirtc Croon Tot 1.

Voceti.c.):!el

lichol litatin,n 58.6 54.0 9.1 52.8

Other F:robi5,..ation 13.8 8.1 9.1 9.9

Social Security 6.9 5.G 5.7

Velfv,re 5.2 10.5 18.2 9.3

Ef.topower 3.h 6.5 5.2

Scrvice for nio .8 5):.5 3.6

Other/Unspccifled 12.1 14.5 9.1 13.5

Total 100.0 100.0 )o0.0 lo.o
----.---

(l'erccari;i on colo:-,n tot e is of

58, 1, 11, arri 193, respec.5vo1y.)

u;)



T.
;

: r- e f'rr:7

The rc::iracr contaeLs with other rf:Ililt6ation
ac:;scles, emplownt :iervices,

etc. -- were th-_,> reE0t of infotion and
)ferrrl ces furo F persone'71.:

Tnble Ai:.encirr

help
of

Ar;eney Contactca
es a Pcsult of
the H.1)

Vocational

Contoctc.d

o cU rCi Contrc6.
the 1J;-T,P

ne 193 I,Z;Iviclu7lc
i%,-,e41,.;y

of

It-.1Jer;W,AL

i10 Pceelcd

as u DivcfA 3:csult

Total

Sou2cc

7;CITr

Mc',.:c Area

1cii!)1,ilitation 53.6 5)1.0 9.1 52.8

Other P,chubilitt:tion 3.:=.3 8.3. 9.1 9.9

Social Security 6.9 5.6 50

3,:elfrire 5.2 10.5 13.2 9.3

ManIower 3.4 6.5 5.2

Service for Blini .3 3.6

Other/Owlpecificd 12.1 14.5 9.1 13.5

Totol 100.0 300.0 100.0 100.(

(fercente' imr.cd on coll.;-.n toti.1,7 of

53, 124, 11, and 193, rcuectivo)y.)
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TIY.1 Feop1e Whc, Needed PELP

- and Conncted an A,z,en:..y . .

DVR was the recou.cee ftvored by nen.

Table.

flex

_x og tilo 193 InividuialL. I'

Agency

P,soncy Convetcd

ri Contctc3 en

DYR O'cJier Totc..1.

bot. r;pecificd

Mnle 10.6 60.4 65.g

Funtae 29.4 39.G

Tot,-11 160.0 100.0 100.0

(Yereentn lq-cxi on co)u;:m toL-.1r, of
102, 91, eni 1(6, rereetively.)
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Tho People brio Icencd HELP
- rd Cont' (.1./21 an A;-,cnriy . , .

Atout of ti:o!.:e o tu contacted DVR
for aid verc enter 50 ye: :s of egt:; and

o feW Of UOSC ',:ere, over 65.

Table /;-32.

Age

1.e "if;tribvi;inn of th2 193

ContL:cted vn 1,7,encv Jor ;:e3p

Abency Cont futc1

....

Indivlj:wIls Who 11

-- ------- , ---

_
Othcr 'Patti

Uo data 1.0 4.4 2.6

Child (unr 16) 3.0 .5

16-30 20.6 17.6 19.2

31-50 31.3 22.0 30.1

51-64 35,2 43.9 40.9

65 or olrler 1.9 12.1 6.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(ii:rccntares 1.nnad on co3. ,71 totnL of

102, 91, an,.; 193, rc,cp::ctively.)
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Te cor:lc
-- in Co;,LocLe:i ,

No 6,-ita 8.3 1,.i. 6.7

11/2 50.0 50.5 50.3

Eot yet 9.8 15.); 12.14

WI; 31.J4 29.7 3o.,.;

3.00.0 103.0 100.0
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Tho

Yes

Conti'

For v:Ao f'.11

13 io !";

1.-;o7;r:y Con', c

----- .- __

Dvit ut;,c.1., To'..3-t.

73.5 67.0 1).5

26:5 33.0 29.5

TotA.
_ - - -- ^

'r-Ci 0I COI 11 Ol
1 n )
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Th iap10 \,.ho

on

CDni:!.ctc,3 . .

Of v'co
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Vho vn
for .Cr or

IA'.i Uti:: TO 7.1

16 29 145

(15.7) Cn1.9)
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Section 5.2 diE.cus:es the 3a( letter viters in the

intervicY smple end Section 5.3 concrns te 163 uho were

contacted. The results preFented in the latter section can be

inferred to apply to the abort:-1:entioned 614; of the Lerf;et

population. 11-1(, extent to hich these re-ults apply also to the

remniniiv, of the ',.riri;et rc)iulation i not krcyJn; but one

could hr..u.rd n t7,1).ess that th7,e 1:)bably not too unli%e

the 61:. In my ease, the sin-:.ple of eolcted interviews is ei!

interest in its own riOt, and it the si.:1):;cet of Section 5.3.
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reason for having written to HELP was not obtained by the

interviewing counselor. The remainder, 95% of the total, had

written because of problems of their own (59%) or had ;written

out of concern with someone else's problems (36%).

It was previously reported (Section 4.5) the

questionnaire survey had identified many who had wrir-.i).en multiple

letters to YELP. The personal interviews identified 'An even

larger percentage who claimed to have written more than one letter

to HELP (Table 5-05). There were 29 of the 188 (15%) who made

this claim.

Those Not Interviewed

Table 5-06 presents the reasons given by the vocational

rehabilitation counselors or not having completed inti.vii:ws.

In nearly one-half of the cases, the individual had moved or could

not otherwise be located. Refusals accounted for 140 cnci the

"not at homes" accounted for another 22%.

Discussion

For only 47 individuals in the Interview Sample was

neither questionnaire nor interview data obtained. TLi:: is but

15% for whom the information contained in 'she original loV,ers

represent', all that is known.

If the reader were, therefore, to project the results

of the completed interviews to tv'e entire population LuTp1P1
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writing of the original letter to HELP no longer considered themselves

disabled at the time of the questionnaire survey. This was the

case in the Interview Phase and may have been in the questionnaire

survey as well.

Results of Inquiry

Only about 40% of the 184 individuals who needed help

were satisfied with the results of the HELP inquiries or had

contacted agencies as a result of the inquiries (Table 5-12).

The remainder were generally unsatisfied with the replies that

they received cr claimed nothing had resulted from the inquiries.

The HELP Campaign was credited with having resulted in

a contact with an agency in nearly 40% of the cases (Table 5-13).

DVR was generally the agency contacted, according to

Table 5-14 -- a table that suggests very few agencies other than

DVR were contacted. Yet, from tie questionnaire survey, it is

known that nearly half of the agencies contactei by individuals

who needed help were agencies other than DVR.

For whatever reason, whether because of the particular

orientation of the vocational rehabilitation counselor or beause

of a hesitancy on his part to press for Information in areas not

specifically related to vocational rehabilitation, it must be

concluded that the information obtained concerning agency contact

is incomplete information. Table 5-14 should therefore be

discounted in this respect.
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Table T no. 11 -1.vitf.:r,1 -Lt

YJ2.1):

------------- ----^s--..-- -----_-_

0cLon
I (..i.;.00

Sott-,:c..c-, of .!..:,21.tc.1.

c c on L Ore' p Tot,.1

Not Silcifi.c.1 13.1 .9 100.0 16.3

None 13.1 21.7 17 .

c-o).-tn 1 21.1 25.8 22.8

f.3% lied 27.7 21.8

Cleric 11A'-) 9.2 10.9 9.8

Profc:;slonalichnionl./
Monzerial 15.8

Tot!.:1 100.0

6.9

103.0 100.0
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of

Mble 5-09, 1.11e: jn Uic SrL:Ple ;,ho

Necex6

of 1,-t

No D:tn

So-,ircc of 31,-At,2r

V.etro Are!-I

11.1 21.8 1;2.8

To!:%1

20.6

Never cployed 6.6 10.9 8.9

Prior to 1950 6.6 2.0 3 , 8

1950 - 1959 6.6 3.9

1(1,0 - 196i 23.6 21.8 2.6 22.8

1968 - 1910 6.6 20.6 28.6 15.1

Currently employed 32.9 23.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Porcentrq;ef; basal on co)vAi total of

16, 101, y, tin:1 J.84, reslectively.)
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The Sample of People Who Needed HELP . . .

Tne individUals interviewed were generally
realistic with respect to an understanding of

ways of meeting their needs or the needs of
the referents mentioned in their letters,

although many lacked information
concerning resources.

Table 5-18. the 184 Individuals in the Interview Sample Who
Needed Help: The Interviewer's Asaessmnt of
the Letter Writer's Understanding of Ways in
WhiAti His (or the Referent's) Needs Can be Met

Interviewer's Assessment
of Understanding of Ways
to Meet Needs

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outstate
Minneecta

Spectal
C -oup

Not specified 13.5 6.0 --- 7.6

Unrealistic 7.9 12.9 42.9 12.0

Misinformed 7 9 7.9 ....... 7.6

Realistic (but
lacking information) 5,1.6 36.6 14.2 42.4

Realistic (and
informed 21.1 36.6 42.9 30.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(Percentages based on colvmn totals of
76, 101, 7, and 184, renTectively.)
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AGENCIES AND THE PEOPLE NEEDING HELP

6.1 Research Method

Thy question of to what extent Minnesota agencies can

help the people who were identified in the analysis of HELP letter

content and in the questionnaire survey returns has yet to be

answered. Section 6.2 addresses itself to this question.

The Personal Interview Phase provides the resource for

examining that question. The 188 interviews that were successfully

completed identified 184 individuals who needed help. The

interviewing counselors were asked to render judgments as to

whether the problems facing these people could be solved by

existing Minnesota agencies and, if so, whether DVR would be the

appropriate agency.

Section 6.2 explores selected characteristics of

individuals whose problems cannot be solved by existing Minnesota

agencies, whose problems can be solved by agencies other than DVR,

and whose problems can be solved by DVR.

The specific role of DVR in providing services to

individuals identified in the HELP letters as being in need of

help is examined in Sectivn 6.3.

14:)



The HELP letters themselves provided clues to the identity

of a few individuals who had been in contact with DVR. Returned

questionnaires further identified individuals who had been in

contact with DVR, particularly those who had made contact at some

Point after the original letters to HELP had been written. The

Personal Interview Phase led to identification of still otners

who had been in contact with DVR.

Computer listings of closed or active status duling

fiscal 1970 (July 1, 1969 through June 30, 1970) were examined to

identify still other individuals who had contacted Minnesota DVR

as a result of tho HELP letters and to verify contacts identified

in the HELP letters, the questionnaire returns and the Personal

Interviews.

HELP letter writers to whom questionnaires were mailed

were asked to flu-nish their Social Security numbers. All but a

few did; and this served to facilitate the identification and/or

verification of individuals who needed help and contacted DVR.

14G



6.2 Can Agencies Help?

Of the 184 individuals identified in the Personal Interviews

as being in need of help, 13 were individuals for whom the interviewing

counselor made no judgment as to whether or not Minnesota agencies

could help. He made such judgments in the remaining 171; and the

following breakdown was obtained:

59 cases -- No agency can help

32 cases -- An agency other than DVR can help

70 cases -- DVR can help

The 171 cases in which judgments as to resource were made

are identified in this section as the subsample of 171. Tables

6-01 through 6-09 apply to this subsample.

Table 6-01 presents the age distributions of the subsample

of 171, separately for those who in the opinion of tl.e interviewing

counselor cannot be helped by existing agencies, those for whom

agencies other than DVR were considered appropriate resources, and

those for whom DVR was considered the appropriate resource.

The subsample of 171 included 38 individuals 60 years of

age or older. Only three of these were considered by the interviewing

counselor to have potential for vocational rehabilitation. The

remaining 35 cases were approximately evenly divided into the "no

agency" and "other than DVR" groups.

-143-
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Occupation and Income

The occupations considered by individuals in the subsample

of 171 to be their primary occupations did not differentiate among

the three groups (Table 6-02).

Individuals who were currently employed tended to be

considered good candidates for vocational rehabilitation (Table 6-03).

Underemployment, of course, is a problem of prime concern here, as

is the problem of continuity of employment.

Just as with primary occupation, annual gross family

income did not differentiate among the three groups (TablA 6-04).

The distributions of income among the three groups were Actually

quite similar.

Contact With DVR

About three-eighths of those who had been considered by

the interviewing counselors to have potential for vocational

rehabilitation had already made contact with DVR (Table 6-05).

Included in the other two groups as well were sane who had contacted

DVR.

Table 6-06 presents, for the three groups, the problem

areas in which services were required. Where the problem focused

upon employment (e.g., unemployment, underemployment, or continuity

of employment), DVR as quite frequently seen to be the appropriate

resource.

-144-
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Interviewer's Assessments

The interviewing counselors were asked to evaluate the

ir,L,ervle:e (the person 'rho had written the or ins,. letter to HELP)

as to his understanding of the needs of the individual who needed

help, resources available for meeting those nee,ls, ind resources or

methods already applied towards meeting those needs -- whether the

individual needing help was the letter writer himseLf or scmeone he

had mentioned in his letter.

As previously reported (Tables 5-17, 5-in and 5-19,

Section 5.3), there were few, if any, discernable d'fferences

between the Metropolitan and Outstate Groups on any 'of these

dimensions and the levels of understanding on all three dimensions

were generally quite high. Tables 6-07, 6-08, and t!-09 present

breakdo7ns along these three dimensions according te whether no

agency, an agency other than DVR, or DVR was seen ti be the appropriate

resource. Although somewhat higher levels of underAanding (on the

part of the letter writer) were reflected in the gOup for whom DVR

was considered the appropriate resource, differences among the

three groups were relatively minor.

It may be concluded that the letter writers had written

out of real concern for real problems whether or n(t an agency

existed in the State of Minnesota considered capable of assistance

In resolving those problems.

Discussion

In the opinion of the interviewing counsaors, Minnesota

-145-
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agencies are not equipped to handle the problems of about one-third

of the subsample of 171. Despite the biases nreviously discussed

with respect tr, sampling and non-completed interviews, projections

may reasonably be made to the population of HELP letters and

the individuals named in them as being in need of help.

The "typical" letter identified 1.1 individuals as being

in need of help. Approxithately 1,000 letters were written and,

assuming all that had been written were re-routed to Minnesota,

approximately 1,100 individuals were identified in them as being

in need of help.

One-third (or, rather, somewhere in the neighborhood of

one-third) of these 1,100 individuals cannot be helped by existing

Minnesota agencies. Of the approximately two-thirds who can,

five out of eight can be helped by DVR and three out of eight can

be helped by agencies other than DVR.

This approximately one-third, for whoth no agency seemed

appropriate, points up an unexpectedly high level of need that

seemingly cannot be met by currently available resources.

- 146 -
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Can Ainnesota Agencies Help?

For only 3 of the 38 individuals 60 years
of age or over was DVR considered an

appropriate resource.

Table 6-01, Age Distribution of the Sfbsample of 171

Age
Appropriate Agency

TotalNone Other th&n DVR DVR

Not specified

Und?.r 16

16 - 3o

31 - 5o

4

( 6.8)

---

6
(10.2)

15
(25.4)

8
(15.1

1
( p.4)

3
( 7.1)

4

( ?.5)

5

( 7.1

3

( 4.3)

16

(22.9)

27

(38.6)

17
(lox)

4

( 2.3)

25
(14.6)

46
(26.9)

51 - 59

bo - 64

65 or older

15
(25.4)

9
(15.3)

10
(16.9)

lo

(23.8)

6
(14.3)

10
(;W3.8)

16
(22.8)

3
( 4.3)

---

41
(24.o)

18
(10.5)

20
(41.7)

Total 59
(ioo.o) (109.o)

7o
(100.0)

1.71

(loo.o)
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Can Minnesota Agencies Help?

The three groups -- no agency, than
DVR, and DVR -- were not differentiable on

the basis of occupations represented.

Table 6-02. The Subsample of 171: Their Primary Cccupations

Primary Occupation
Appropriate Agency

None Other Than DVR DVR

Not specified 6 10 6 22
(10.2) (23.8) ( 8.6) (12.9)

None 13 6 14 33
(22.0) (14.3) (20.0) (19.3)

Unskilled/Agricultural 13 11 17 41
(22.0) (26.2) (24.3) (24.0)

Skilled/Semi-skilled 14 10 16 40
(23.7) (23.8) (22.8) (23.4)

Clerical/Sales 5 3 9 17

( 8.5) ( 7.1) (12.9) ( 9.9)

Professional/Technical/
Managerial 8 2 8 18

(13.6) ( 4.8) (11.4) (10.5)

Total 59 42 70 171
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
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Can Minnesota Agencies Help?

Relatively few individuals who had not been employed
during the past three years had, in the opinions of

the interviewing conaselors, potential for
vocational rehabi-litetion.

Many who were employed at the time the interviews were
conducted were considered suitable candidates for

vocatioral rehabilitcs. . -- often because of
underemployment or eossible problems -with

continuity of employment.

Table 6 03. The ftbsample of 171: Date Last Employed

Date of Last
Employment

Ay.Tropriate Agency

None Other Than DVR Dva Tctal

No data 11 12 11 34

(18.6) (28.6) (15.7) (19.9)

Never employed 5 2 8 15

( 8.5) ( 4.8) (11.4) ( 8.8)

Prior to 1950 5 1 1 7

( 8.5) ( 2.4) ( 1.4) ( 4.1)

1950-1959 2 3 3 8
( 3.4) ( 7.1) ( 4.3) ( 4.7)

1960-1967 17 12 10 39
(28.8) (28.6) (14.3) (22.8)

1968-1970 8 7 11 26
(13.6) 46.6) (15.7) (15.2)

Currently employed 11 5 26 42
(18.6) (11.9) (37.2) (24.5)

Total 59 42 i 0 171
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
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Can Minnesota Agencies Help?

The three groups are not differentiable
on the basis of income. The three income

distributions are basically similar.

Table 6-04. The Suboample of 171: Their Gross Family Incomes

Anneal Gross
Family Income

Appropriate Agency

TotalNone Other Than DVR DVR

No Date

Undf!r $1,000

$1,Juo - $2,999

$3,000 - $4,999

$5,000 - $8,999

$9,000 or more

12
(20.3)

18
(30.5)

11
(18.6)

9
(15.3)

5

( 8.5)

4

( 6.8)

15

(35.7)

12

(28.6)

9
(21.4)

4

( 9.5)

2

( 4.8)

......

18

(25.7)

22

(31.4)

10
(14.3)

12

(17.2)

4

( 5.7)

4

( 5.7)

45

(26.3)

52

(30.4)

30
;17.6)

25

(14.6)

11
( 6.4)

8
( 4.7)

Tctal 59 42 70 171
(loo.o) (ioo.o) (loo.o) (10000)
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Can Minnesota Agencies Help?

Only about 40% of those who could be
helped by DVR had actually contacted

DVR.

Table 6-05. The Subsample of 171: Had They Made Contact
With DVR?

Known Contact
With DVR?

Appropriate Agency

None Other Than DVR DVR Total

No Data
t 8 - -- 3 11

(13.6) ( 4.3) ( 6.4)

No 41 31 41 113

(69.5) (73.8) (58.6) (66.1)

Yes 10 11 26 ler

(16.9) (26.2) (37.1) (27.5)

Total 59 42 70 171
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
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Can Minnesota Agencies Help?

Where the problem area focused mon employment
(unemployment, underemployment, or continuity

of employment); the resource frequently seen
as being appropriate was DVR.

Table 6-06. The Subsample of 171: Problem Areas in Which
Help is Neeaed

Problem Area

Appropriate Agency

TotalNone Other Than DVR DVR

None or no data

One-Problem Area:

6

(10.2)

4

( 9.6)

1

( 1.4)
11
( 6.4)

Financial, Medical,
Aging, Legal, etc.

Employment

Other Problems

Multiple Problen Areas:
Including Employment

Not Tucluding
"..mployment

14

(23.8)

11
(18.6)

13
(22.0)

5

( 8.5)

10

(16.9)

9
(21.4)

6
(14.3)

5

(11.9)

9
(21.4)

9
(21.4)

8

(11.4)

30

(42.9)

12
(17.2)

18

(25.7)

1
( 1.4)

31
(18.1)

47

(27.5)

(17.6)

32

(18.7)

20
(11.7)

Total 59
(100.0)

42

(100.0)

70

(100.0)

171
(100.0)
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Can Minnesota Agencies Help?

The interviewed individuals were considered
generally realistic in appraising their (or

their referents') needs -- in all three
groups.

Table 6-07. The Subsample of 371: The Interviewer's Assessment
of the Letter Vrtter's Understanding of His (or the
Referent's) Needs

Interviewer's
Assessment of Appropriate Agency
Understanding of
Needs None Other Than DVR DVR Total

Not Specified 1 1 1 3
( 1.7) ( 2.4) ( 1.4) ( 1.8)

Unrealistic 7 3 2 12
(11.9) ( .-) ( 2.9) ( 7.0)

Misinformed 1 1 1 3

( 1.7) ( 2.4) ( 1.4) ( 1.8)

Realistic (but lacking
information) 15 15 27 57

(25.4) (35.7 (38.6) (33.3)

Realistic (and
informed) 35 22 39 96

(59.3) (52.b) (55.7) (56.1)

Total 59 42 70 171
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

15.1 -

...
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Can Minnesota Agencies Help?

The interviewed individuals were considered
generally realistic in an understanding of

resources for meeting their (or their
referents') needs -- in all three

groups.

Table 6-08. The Subsample of 171: The Interviewer's Assessment
of the Letter Writer's Understanding of Ways in
Which His (or the Referent's) needs Can Be Met

Interviewer's
Assessment of Ways
to Meet Needs

Appropriate Agency

TotalNone Other Than DVR DVR

Not Specified

Unrealistic

Misinformed

Realistic (but lacking
information)

Realistic (and
informed)

1

( 1.7)

5

(15.3)

9
(15.3)

21
(35.5)

19

(32.2)

1
( 2.4)

6
(14.3)

9
(21.4)

19

(45.3)

7
(16.6)

1

( 1.4)

5

( 7.2)

5

( 7.2)

40

(57.1)

19
(27.1)

3

( 1.8)

20
(11.7)

23
(13.4)

(46.8)

(26.3)

Total 59
(100.o)

42
(10o.o)

TO
(100.0)

171
(100.o)
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Can Minnesota Agencies Help?

The interviewed individuals were considered
generally realistic in an understanding of

resources thus far applied toward meeting
their (or their referents') needs --

in all three groups.

Table 6-09. The Subsample of 171: The Interviewer's Assessment
of the Letter Writer's Understanding of Methods
Thus Far Applied to MeA His the Referent's)
Needs

Interviewer's
Assessment of Under-
standing of Methods
Thus Far Applied in
in Meeting Needs

Appropriate Agency

TotalNone Other Than DVR DVR

Not Specified

Unrealistic

Misinformed

Realistic (but
lacking information)

Realistic (and
informed)

3

( 5.1)

5
( 8.5)

5
( 8.5)

1.3

(30.5)

28
(47.4)

2
( 4.8)

6
(14.3)

7
(16.7)'

15

(85.7)

12

(28.5)

4

( 5.7)

4

( 5.7)

2

( 2.9)

29
(41.4)

31
(44.3)

9

( 5.3)

15

( 8.8)

14

( 8.2)

62
(36.2)

71
(41.5)

Total 59
(100.0)

42
(100.0)

TO
(100.0)

171
(100.0)
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6.3 DVR's Role

This section of the report examines the role of DVR in

supplying services to the people who were the subjects of the HELP

letters. Tables 6-10 and 6-11 are the relevant tables.

Projections from the Questionnaire Survey

Of the 667 individuals who had been identified in the

questionnaire survey as being in need of help, 557 were disabled.

By proportionally allocating those whose ages were not specified

or who were known to be adults but of unknown age, it is estimated

that 480 of the 557 disabled individuals fell in the 16-64 age

bracket (Table 6-10).

Tha age group generally considered to be of concern in

vocational rehabilitation includes individuals between the ages

14 and 64. With respect to the population of the study; however,

the interviewing counlalors identified very few who were 60 or

oldxr whom they considered suitable candidates for vocational

rehabilitation. An estimated 380, then, fell In the 16-59 age

bracket. This number represents 57% of the original group of 667

individuals identified in the questionnaire survey as being in

need of help.

Projecting these results to the entire group of about

1,000 HELP letters re-routed back to Minnesota and the estimated

1,100 individuals identified in those letters as being in need of

help, of every twelve lino needed help, seven were disable:a persons
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in the 16-59 age group. An additional two were disabled

individuals in the 60-64 age group.

Considering only age and disability then, and depending

upon how age is used to define potential for vocationel

rehabilitation, sever-twelfths or nine - twelfths of the individuals

of concern in the HELP letters may be considered an upper bound

for the proportion delimiting those for whom vocational rehabilitation

may be considered a reasonable undertaking. This proportion, however,

can be expected to be further reduced when the question of feasability

is considered.

Projections from the Personal Interview Phase

The previous section (Section 6.2) concluded that five-

twelfths of the individuals identified in the Personal Interview

Phase as being in need of help were considered by the interviewing

counselor to be suitable candidates for vocational rehabilitation"

The interviewing counselors undoubtedly considered th? question of

feasability in their determinations as to whether or not DVR would

be an appropriate resource for needed services. In applying this

proportion (five-twelfths) to obtain an estimate of how many of

the 1,100 individuals of concern in the 1,000 HELP letters could

be considered potential candidates for vocational ra,abilitation,

approximate%y 460 could be so considered.

Verified Contacts With DVR

The resources described earlier that were applied to the
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identification of individuals who had been subjects of concern in

the HELP letters and who had turned to DVF, for help reeulted in

the identification of 152 who were known to DVR. Table 6-11

prevents the current statuses of these 152 individuals. Included

among them were some, approximately 20% of the total, who had been

closed from referral status (i.e., not accepted for services) or

have been closed as not rehabilitated.

Assuming that the estimated 460 of the original group

of 1,100 is a reasonable estimate of the Irmber for whom vocational

rehabilitation would, be a reasonable undertaking, only about

one-third of them had contacted DVR for needed services. The

remaining two-thirds, approximately 300 individuals, provide a

measure of unmet need. Undoubtedly, some of t7lem may have been in

contact with DVR and werc missed in this study; but the multiple

measures employed in identifying those who had Trade contact with

DVR ensure that thew J "misses" should be few in number.

Discussion

Although an estimated two-thirds of those for whom DVR

would be considered an appropriate resource had not yet contacted

DVR for services, riot all of them could le expected to agree that

Yocational rehabilitation would be a desired route. The extent to

vhich these individuals represent unmet need remains, therefore,

an open question.
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They represent, perhaps, an upper bound of unmet needs

as concerns DVR. Yet, if needed sere ces are not available from

egencies other than DVR, those who would not contact DVR would

still represent unmet needs.
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The People With Disabiiities . . .

Of tbe 667 individuals who had been identified
in the questionnaire survey as 1.3ing in need

of help 557 were disabled.

Of the 557 disabled, an estimated 480 fall in the
16-64 age bracket

-- of which an estimated 380 fall in the
16-59 age bracket.

Table 6-10. Age Distribution of the 557 People Who Needed
Help for a Disability

Age
Source of Letter

Twin Cities
Metro Area

Outstate
Minnesota

Special
Group

Not Specified .9 _..., .1

Child under 16 2.3 1.6 8.6 .2.4

Adult (age not known) 10.0 4.2 --- 6.1

16-30 12.3 17.6 17.7 15.6

31.50 26.1 24.4 14.6 24.4

51..59 26.1 25.3 17.7 25.1

60-64 15.2 16.0 17.7 15.8

65 or over 7.1 10.9 23.5 10.2

Total lyo.o 100.0 100.0 300.0

(Percmtages based on column totals of
211, 312, 34, and 557, respectively.)
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The People Who Contac-;ed DVR . . .

There were 152 individuals needing help
vho could be identified as having

contacted DVR for services.

Table 6-11. Status of Individuals (Respondents and Refereras)
Who Contacted DVII

Status

Source of Letter

Total
Twin Cities
Vc.tro Area

Outstute
Minnesota

Special
Group

Referral Status 19 24 43

( 40.4) ( 23.3) ( 28.3)

Acceptance/Service
Status 17 50 1 68

( '6.2) ( 48.5) ( 50.0) ( 141'.7)

Closed -- Rehabilitated 2 8 10
( 4.3)

( 7.8) ( 6.6)

Closed -- Not Accepted 9 21 1 31
or Not Rehabilitated ( 19.1) ( 20.4) ( 50.0) ( 20.4)

Total 47 103 2 152
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
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THE HELP CAMPAIGN

7.1 Summary and Discussion

Approxmately 1,000 letters were written in response

to the HELP Campaign's public service announcements, mailed to

Box 1200, Washington, D.C., and re-routed back to the Minnesota

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation for action. Although not

all letters specl.fically identified individuals of concern to

the letter limiter, whether himself and/or others, an analysis

of letter content, and a mailed questionnaire survey revealed

that the "typical" letter identified 1.1 individuals in need of

help.

The letters themselves contained a surprising amount of

information. Although the HELP Campaign's promotional material

invited letters, only name, addres.,, and nano of disability were

specifically requested. Relatively few, however, yrovideu only

this infcriration -- only ebout one in six. Mort letter writers

elaborated upon the problems they mentioned, often with much

supporting detail.
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Quest. nnaires were mailed to all who had written

letters; and. a 62% response rate was obtained. The questionnaire

returns validate information that was already available from

most of the letters, five-sixths of the total, and provided

additional information that covld be applied to the remaining

one-sixth.

The questionnaire returns also provided new information

that established the level of need to be even higher than that

already reflected in the origir'.. letters. The questionnaire

survey also revealed that rany individuals were generally unhappy

with the :x:sults of their inquiries to 7ELP, quite possibly

because the HELP Campaign attracted inquiries from a large number

of people whose problems eppeared to be beyond the scope of existing

Minnesota agencies.

A sample of individuals who had written letters to HELP

were then interviewed by vocational rehabilitation counselors.

The interviewing counselors found twat the individuals who had

written LAters to HELP were generally quite realistic in their

understanding of the needs of those they had written about

(themselves and/or others), resources available for meeting those

needs, and resources thus far applied towar0; meeting those needs.

They also found that approximately lAve-twelfths of +he individuals

who had been identified as needing help could be considered

suitable candidates for vocational rehabilitation, threa-twelfths

could be helped more appropriately by agencies other than DVR,

and four-twelfths could be helped by no known agency.
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An estimated two-thirds of those who were considered

suitable candidates for vocational rehabilitation had not

contacted DVR for servicei. This represents a relatively high

level of unmet needs on the part of this group. No attempt was

made to verify contacts with other agencies, so no measure of

unmet needs was available for the group -- three-fourths of the

total -- who were identified by the intervievig counselors as

candidates for services by agencies other than DVR.

The remaining four-twelfths who in the opinion of the

interviewing counselors can be helped by no known agency also
!

represent unmet needs, but of a different type. This group

represents previously nnrecogaized needs -- needs that have not

and are not now being met.

The four phases in this study -- the analysis of letter

content, ';he questionnaire survey, the Person0. Interview Phase,

and the examination of DVR records -- represent successively

higher levels of information seeking. Each succeeding phase

tended to validate the results of previous phases and to provide

additional insights as well.

In general, it can be concluded that those who wrote to

HELP wrote out of real concerns with real problems and that high

levels of unmet needs exist.

Section 7.2 proposes methods whereby future campaigns

of this type can be improved and Section 7.3 discusses the

implications the HELP Campaign carries for the people of Minnesota.
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7.2 Com:Lents on the HELP Campaign

The HELP Campaign presented an innovation in the delivery

of human services. It not only employed a particularly effective

means of contacting people who neede^ help, but it also demonstrated

the potential value of an synergistic approach to out-reach -- the

private and public sectors working together toward a common goal.

The evaluation just completed, however, identifies two

areas in which programs, of which the :EU Campaign could be

considered prototypic, can be improved: (1) Such programs must

promise no more than can be delivered, and (2) They must be immediately

responsive.

The Promise

The copy that was read in the HELP Campaign's, public

service announcements prom:.sed too much. Until such time as an

information and referral service can be operated in conjunction with

out-reach programs of this type, specific identific,ion of the

target population is essential. Had the HELP Campaign been clearly

identified with vocational rzhabilitation and its target population

defined to consist of those for vhom this would be a reasonable

undertaking, it would have attractu, fewer individuals with problems

that cannot be solved by existing service agencies.

Comments elicited within the questionnaire survey, and

in the personal interviews, sometimes suggested that an attempt

had been made to oversell the idea of writing to HELP. As one of
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the interviewing counselors stated, "It was mY experience in

interviewing that people thought the 'HELP' Agency had found a

wonder drug to cure old age, deformity, and rel;ardation." Actually,

the campaign theme, "You've got nothing to lose but your disability,"

contains an Implicit promise which, by any definition, is impossible

to keep.

The Response

any who had written letters to HELP were disappointed

because the replies to their appeals for help ere not received by

return mail. During the campaign's initial stages, delays of

seJeral months were not at n11 unusual. But evert after the program's

initial problems in logistics had been worked out, response time

vas generally a matter of weeks rather than days. As one questionnaire

respondent put it, ". . . when people get desperate enough to write

letters to perfect strangers asking for help, they need help right

now -- not four months from now or four weeks from now . . ."

Some means must be developed to effect more immediate

respohses to appeals for help. The disadvantage in collecting appeals

for help at some central paint for redistribution to the states in

which those appeals originated is that this procedure contains a

built-in delay 1Jctor. In view of the sense of urgency detectable in

many of the HELP letters and of the vast potential programs

exemplified by the HELP Campaign have in improving human services

delivery, it would be better if individuals to whom future campaigns

are directed were invited to write, not to "Box 1200, Washington, D.C.,"

but to "Box 1200, Capital City, Your State."
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7.3 Implications for Minnesota

Approximetely 1,000 letters were received in Minnesota

as a result of the HELP Campaign from people concerned with

their own problems or with the problems of others. The "typical"

letter identified 1.1 individuals as being in need of help.

Projecting the results of the Personal Interview Phase, it can be

estimated that in the opinions of the vocational rehabilitation

counselors who conducted interviews:

Five out of twelve who needed help can be
helped by DVR,

Three of twelve who needed help can be
helped by agencies other than DVR, and

Four ou'; of twelve who needed help can be
helped by no il-n)wn agency.

These findings carry certain implications for the State

of Minnesota in the areas of case finding and service delivery.

Included among those who con be helped by DVR, and

perhaps also among those who can be helped by agencies other then

DVR, were many who had not yet received the help they needed. In

light of this umet need, the case-finding policies of Minnesota

agencies should be examined with a view toward modification --

particularly where the person in need of help or his advocate has

already made the first move.
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The services delivery policies of Minnesota agencies

also should be examined, but in light of the unrecognized -- and

unmet -- needs of those who can be helped by no agencies.

The Minnesota DVR operated what' best could be described

as an Information and Referral Center in its handling of the HELP

letters. The concept of having one place where one can turn for

help for any prcblem is quite appealing; and basically this was

what the HELP Campaign offered. The next step could well be an

extended nationwide p/omotional campaign generating continuing

coordination of services with need and a network of well-staffed

Information and Referral Centers, one or more in each state, to

ensure service delivery.
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